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Increased employment of staff nurses in hospitals 
which maintain schools ot nursing bas been notable in the 
past two decades. The trend to hospitalization in prefer-
ence to home care and changes in the pattern ot nursing 
education are prominent factors in this increase. The 
starr nurse provided the patient with the quality ot ser-
vice possible only tram experienced personnel, and makes it 
possible tor the School of Nursing to increase the educa-
tional value of student experience. Since the hospital now 
makes provision in its budget tor nursing care to patients, 
greater fleXibility is possible in selecting the kinds of 
learning experience essential for the learning needs or 
students of nursing. 
During the period of the depression little difficulty 
was experienced in filling staff nurse quotas or retaining 
a stable staff. As economic conditions ~proved hospitals 
found themselves with·the problem ot a constantly changing 
bod7 of workers. In 1944 Isabel Stewart, Professor ot 
Nursing Education at Teacher's College Columbia University, 
wrote: 
"The persistence of long hours in maey hospitals 
and the fact that nurses found institutional life and 
ork restrictive in comparison with other cypes of 
nursing service~ tended to make tor instability in 
hospital statts. In more progressive institutions, 
where active staff education programs and more liberal 
personnel policies and salary schedules were in opera-
tion, much less difficulty was found in keeping a 
permanent and satisfactor.y staff of graduate nurses, 
but within a few years, when signs of a new shortage 
began to .appear, evei these institutions began to have 
untilled vacancies." 
The problem is practically universal tod87. Untilled 
quotas in the staff nurse categor.r have so badly reduced 
nursing service that it is not uncommon to find that hospi-
tals have been forced to close wards or to function at such 
a low standard of nursing service as to constitute a hazard 
to patient welfare. 
Reasonable stability of the nursing staff is essential 
to good nursing practice. Good nursing practice is a requi-
site wherever nursing is taught, The interlocking functions 
of nursins service and nursing education~ and the effects 
of the inadequacy or nursing service upon the educat~on or 
nursing students indicate plainly the need to investigate 
and resolve the problem of an insufficient and fluctuating 
graduate staff. This studf will attempt to identify some 
of the factors which are at the source of the problem in one 
unit of a large municipal hospital, 
1. Stewart, Isabel M., The Education of Nurses~ 
p. 246, New York; The Macmillan Company, 1944. 
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The need to make this investigation has come from 
working wit h starr nurses and students in the hospital~ and 
observing the effects, both beneficial and harmful, of the 
attitudes and performance or the starr nurse upon the stu-
dent. I n addition frequent changes in the staff have pro-
duced difficulties both in nursing service and student 
education . A determination of the causes of satisfaction 
or dissatisfaction in this situation should be helpful in 
establishing sound interpersonal relationships with the 
staff nurse, and in making changes within the structure of 
organization~ wherever these are permissible, for the 
greater satisfaction of the staff nurse. Problems may be 
uncovered which can be changed immediately to the benefit 
of all concerned; others may be found which can be submitted 
to hospital administration for consideration; and some 1hich 
may indicate the need for additional research. The study 
may well serve as a tool which will allow the staff nurse 
to see the positive elements in her lot as well as the 
omnipresent negative element s . Finally, it is to be hoped 
that such a study may serve as an incentive to others, who 
in like situations have experienced the benefits of the 
graduat e starr, and conversely have known its lesser effects . 
Statement of the Problem: 
Ho may R wtudy of t he factors which contribute to the 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction of graduat e staff nurses in 
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the pediatric unit of the Boston City Hospital be used to 
promote more satisfactory working conditions in that 
service? 
The Purpose; 
1 . · hat evidence of dissatisfaction is shown by starr 
nurse absenteeism and staff nurse job mortality in 
this situation? 
2. What are the factors which, in the opinion of 
these selected graduate nurses, lead to job satis-
faction and should be continued? 
3. hat are the factors which, in the opinion of these 
selected graduate nurses, lead to job dissatisfac-
tion? 
4. Of the factors which lead to job dissatisfaction 
which factors are remedial and, therefore, mdght 
be modified favorably? 
5. What immediate action and plans for future action, 
based on the findings, may be established hich 
should lead to greater job sat isfaction and there-
fore to increased stability of the graduate staff 
in this given situation? 
6 . ill such a staff nurse centered study result in 
changes of attitude and motivation for group 
solution of problems? 
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Scope: 
The problem is concerned tith a selected group of 
thirty graduate staff' nurses engaged in the care of children 
in a specified hospit al . It is concerned with th . st ated 
factors~ determined from this group, which lead to job 
satisfaction or job dissatisfaction . An attempt ill be 
e to ascertain what modifications in employment practices 
are feasible to obviate those factors which lead to dissat-
isfaction. 
Linlitations: 
This study is limited to: 
1 . Graduate st aff' nurses employed in only one division, 
of the hospital. Their satisfaction or dissatis-
faction may not be representat ive of th satisfac-
tion or dissatisfaction of staff nurses as a group 
in the. hospital as a whole. 
2. No attempt has been made to ascert ain to what ex-
tent the quality of achievement of' the ildividual 
nurse may complicate the causes of job satisfact ion 
or dissatisfaction . 
3. Reliance is placed on the statement s of these 
nurses concerning t he factors which lead to or 
detract from job satisfaction_ 
4. Remedial measures are limited to those hich are 
feasible within the division. 
5 
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5. Inve stiga.tion of hosp:i tal. record:s will be l1m1 teo 
to .the two year period Januaey 1949 to ~anua.X7 
195.1. 
MethOds 
Authorization to make this studi was granted by the 
Director of the School ' or Nursing· with the understandable 
stipula:tion that the stu.dy .. must not serve as a tool to 
create dissat1stact1on".2 This charge gave rise to certain 
principles underlying the method to be emploJed, and against 
which the method might be appraised throughout various as-
pects of the study. The study would need to be guided by 
the following principles: 
I. Atisure wholehearted support from the staff nurses. 
II. Take a positive approach Wb.ich would stimulate 
the statt nurses to discover bow the7 might help 
to improve the situation. 
III. Assure reliable and valid responses by avoidance 
ot approaches which mipt constitute a tm_.eat to 
the nUrses' securit7. 
IV. Challenge construeti ve and retleeti ve th.1nking 
through obJectivity and impersonalit)" ot approach 
and thus avoid creation of tensions as the stud7 
progressed. 
2. QUotation trom an interview with Margaret B. Welch, 
Director of the School ot Nursing, Boston Cit~ Hospital. 
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v. Secure the essential data for solving the problem. 
'l'he first step in the study was to find out what pre-
vious investigators had learned about the problem or start 
nurses• satisfactions and dissatisfactions elsewhere . It 
was felt that this might otter suggestions on a method ot 
approach to a peeitic situation. 
The questionnaire and personal interviews appeared to 
be methods or choice in ::~ecuring the answers to the ques-
tions originally raised. Prom the examination ot tbe work 
ot others, a questionnaire was developed based on an ideal 
situation. 'l'his was consistent with principle II. Be-
lieving that wholehearted support would be more likel7 to 
result it starr nurses had an active part in the construc-
tion of the questionnaire, twenty five start nurse (but 
not the subJects to be included in the study) were asked 
to review it, t:cy it out and to suggest changes . The stud7 
group knew that their peers had had an active part in the 
construction of the questionnaire, Revisions were made in 
the original form and the amended questionnaire was sub-
mitted to the group being studied tor their consideration. 
Final revision was made incorporating items based on the 
group • s suggestions. To facilitate completion ot the ques-
tionnaire~ and to s1mpl117 elas_sification ot 4ata in tabular 
~ form the 1 tems of the questionaey were arranged to be 
checked in columns which would inclieate the degree ot 
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importance attached to each item by the individual nurse .. 
A copy or the questionnaire as it was submitted to the start 
nurses tor c.ompletion appears in Appendix A. 3 . 
Arrangements were made with the ·adm1ri1strat1ve pedia~ 
tric supervieor togive the questionnaire. to the start 
nurses in a classroom. At her suggestion the gro~p was 
divided into three sections so that the ho~s set tor the 
meetings ould meet the convenience or the nurses regardless 
of t he hours the1 worked that day, and to prevent a serious 
drain of patient service. She recommended that the staff 
nurses be told of her approval of and her interest in the 
investigation, and that &he would "try out changes in poli-
cies based upon the results or the study which are within 
the limit$ of nw authority.n4 Under these conditions the 
questionnaire was filled in b,- the ·starr nurses. · 
Personal intervie s were conducted by the writer with 
each ot these thirt~ statt nurses. The purpose or the 1n-
tervielts was to determine: 
1. those factors which are conducive to satisfaction 
1n this situation and which the nurses reel should 
be continued . 
2. those factors which are the source of dissatisfac-
tion and, in the opinion ot the group1 should be 
3. See Appendix A. P• 117 
4. Quotation trom an interview with Alice L. Gatins, 
Supervisor ot Pediatric Department, Boston _CitJ Hospital. 
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changed. 
3. the responsibility which these nurses felt the7 
might assume in correcting existing problems, or 
in strengthening methods used in student education 
and patient care. 
Five group discussions ·were held after the quest1onar,y 
and interviews were tabulated. The group discussions ere 
held: 
1. to present the results ot the questionnaire and 
interviets to the nurses ; 
2. to give t he nurses an opportunity t o evaluate and 
discuss t e results; 
3. to motiv t roup aetivit7 tor the solution of 
problems. 
Interviews with the ~ssistant Pireetor ot the School 
of NUI'sing and with the Administrative Pediatric Supervisor 
provided data concerned with: 
1. pre-empla,ment policies and the conditions ot 
employment. 
2. the pre-requisites ot employment. 
3. existing quotas tor start nurses in the hospital 
and in the pediatric unit. 
4. the number of staff nurses presentl7 allocated to 
this service. 
5. reasons tor selection tor this service. 
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6. starr nurse Job mortality tor the hospital as a 
whole and for the pediatric unit over a period ot 
two years. 
7 . the statr nurse educational program. 
8 . the average hoUrs nursing service per patient pro-
vided in the pediatric unit tor the two year 
period covered. by this study. 
9 . policies within the pediatric unit in relation to 
orientation, rotation, and the required amount ot 
evening and night duty. 
10. absenteeiazn ot statr nurses witMn the hospital and 
the pediatric unit. 
Organization ot the flater1al: 
The problem lends itself to the following sequence ot 
presentation: Chapt er I I will present the philosophy upon 
whieh the study is based; Chapter III will show the find-
ing ot the stUdy, summarization or the data, the action 
lready taken on e posed areas of weakness, and plans for 
continued action on the areas; Chapte~ IV ill present a 




The need to investigate the sources ot statt nurse 
satisfaction or dissatisfaction in the pediatric unit of the 
Boston City- Hospital had been apparent to this investigator 
for ten 7ears. Observation of the ettects ot statr nurse 
attitudes and performance upon students of nursing during 
this decade established the evidence upon which the ;Judgment 
of need was based. The etfects upon nursing students re-
sulting trom their interactions with statf nurses ranged 
from ve17 good to very bad. 
The possibilitJ ot investigating the source of start 
nurse attitudes was considered tor several 1ears. but re~ 
jected upon the preconceived assumptions that (a) the 
sources ot start nurse attitudes had been in operation too 
long and were too involved to attempt to change them; and 
(b) the variables and intangibles in individual personalit7, 
experience and bacqround would increase th.e hazards tor 
success ot such a · study. The ever present nature ot the 
problem forced reconsideration ot these assumptions. The 
assumption that changes could not be etfected because basic 
tactors at the source bad been in operation too long was 
easily reJected as UIU'easoned prejudice and defeatism. The 
assumption that variables in 1ndi vidual background and 
11 
immeasurable intangibles would be deterrent to success baa 
been superseded by the conviction that "it is better to 
light a candle t han to curse the darkness" .5 The •darkness 1 
ot ignorance of the origin or start nurse attitudes has been 
subjected to the light provided by this investigation's 
•candle' in consequence ot this belief. 
A review ot t he literature revealed that the need tor 
this type of study is comparatively new. Stat:t' nursing has 
become a necessary tunction in the profession during the 
past two decades. The need for statf nurses to f'ill posi-
tions resulting from the rapid growth ot health service has 
exceeded_ the increased numbers ot nursing students educated 
by the nursing profession. The universality or statt nurse 
shortages is emphasized by a casual inspection ot the classi-
fied sections o:t' the American Journal ot Nursing and l~ 
newspapers# and articlee in c\U'rent magazines. An editorial 
in a Boston newspaper (written on the assumption that the 
nursing shortage here is the result ot nurse migration to 
other parts ot the countr,v) closes with theee words, "This 
part of the country needs to sat1sf7 its nurses".6 such a 
conclusion intensified the challenge to determine the tacts 
in this situation_ 
The publi~hed report of the study made under the 
5. The action slogan ot an organization called The 
Christopher&. 
6. Uncle Dudley, "Migrant Nurses", The Boston Globe; 
An Editorial, June ll, 1951. 
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direction ot Bather Lucile Brown emphasizes the need to 
determine tbe unknown sources of dissatisfaction to insti-
tutional start nurses. ot these unknown difficulties 
Dr. Brown said, 
"Yet these difficulties are ver, real, and their 
resolution or lack of resolution will undoubtedl7 
do much to determine the extent to Which women 
tlith more educational background and more inde-
pendence of mind and of Judgment will decide to 
enter the 1nstitut1onal t'ield."7 
It is believed that this investigation will 
(1) expose ar~as ot weakness which result in dis-
satistaction to staff nurses in this unit; 
(2) ·establish the basis for action to ettect needed 
changes in working conditions; 
( 3) in.crease the poss1b111 t7 or retaining qualified 
start nurses and ot attracting new statt nurse 
personnel When they are needed. 
It was telt that the success ot the stud7 would be pro• 
foundl7 influenced by its instrumentality' in achieving group 
cooperation, The stress in: ( ) tlle .. sele·cti·on of:: teclliliquea 
tor the collection ot data and (b) in the anal7ais and in-
terpretation of eollee~ed data has been tocused upon group 
activity tor this reason. Successful use of dynamic group 
activit~ has been demonstrated in educational experiments 
such as is shown in the .recent work of Marie Raee7.8 'l'o 
7. Brown, Esther Lucile, Nure1~tor the FutureJi 
p. 46, New York; The Russell Sage Fo~at!on. 1'948. 
8. Raseyi Marie I .. ., This Is Teaching, New York; Harper 
and Brothers, _950 .. 
actuate belief in group act1v1t7i this group ot staf't nurses 
has been incorporated in pr actically e,very o.perat.ion es sen-
tial to ·the completion of this . s~ud7. The,- llere included in. 
an adviso17 capac1.t;r ·in the' formulation ot the questionnaire. 
It is telt that di fficulties which arise as the stud7 pro-
ceeds can be re.sol ved by group cliscussion and by independent 
group activity. I; is believed tnat these nurses~ 
(1) should be made aware of resUlts as the studJ pro-
ceeds; 
(2) should be given an opportunity to evaluate the 
interpretati ons ot the data; 
(3) should be the active agents in experiments to 
resolve uncovered problems. 
In all probability the conclue1on8 reached in this 
studf will not _be fiXed or static in nature. The effects 
ot change in ever)' as.pect of 11 v1ng is eve:rywhere apparent 
in this dynamic world. Personnel studies and studies ot 
. ' I 
labor and management accept 1;he premise that progress is 
'l'he Roetblesberger report9 atter five 
' I ' , 
years of studJ' we..s deemed neither. c~plete nor f'inal by its 
authors. This report teaches the le.s~on ot patience and 
elastic! ty in the adJustment or the .Problems of management 
and. la'bor~ 'l'he pri nciples Qt personne:l administration 
9. Roetblesberger, • J. and Dicksori, · wm., Management 
and the Worker, pp. 219-22~ ; Cambridge; Harvard Unlversitiy 
Press, 1949. · 
presented by Pigors and M3'ersl0 are grounded in the impor-
tance ot 1nd1v1~ual differences and fluctuating world 
changes .. 
The constant ~volution or ideas in thie ato~c era 
suggests that permanence and finality in 1de~e resulting 
from human efforts to solv~ problems ~y not be expected • . 
It is held, .however, that the nearest ;approach to sound 
conclusion~ in this 1nveet1sat.i()n can be made 'b1 combining . 
the intelligence of the members o.t th.is start nurse group. 
~his conviction is sustained in the labor•management ~tud.J' 
ot G1ven11 whose work ~epeate.dl7 asserts that no one indi-
vidual has an option on sound ideas; and that each person 
will make conf;r.,.but1ons to the estab~ishment ot a sound 
environment .. 
ln considering the modern philollopl\J o.t interpersonal 
relationships and group processes there is a definite trend 
to accept the ertectiveneas ot group action as an aid to 
improve morale and to provide a Bt\mulus to help the indi-
vidual to help herself. It is believed that this investiga-
tion will succeed or tail in proportion to its success or 
failure in motivating the group to action in resolving the 
problem. 
10. Pig.ors, Paul and Myers, Charles A., Personnel 
Administration, pp,. 231-236,. New .York; McGraw-Hili Book 
c ompauy, 1941. 
11. Given., Wm. B., B.ottom u4 "1anasement, pp. 23 .... 30, 




The Boston City Hospital is a large, general, muni-
cipal institution sitqated in the heart or a congested area 
or the city • . The hospital provides in patient treatment 
for all types of illness except acute psychiatric dis-
orders. Out patient treatment is provided for minor psy-
chiatric problems. 
The hospital covers an area eompara.ble to slightly 
more than three city blocks. There are thirty two separate 
buildings. Seventeen of these are units for the care of 
patients; the remaining fifteen are tor administration, 
residence., laboratories, research., laundry and plant 
maintenance. 
The daily average patient census is in excess of 
twelve hundred. A staff of more than two hundred interns 
and five hundred and eighty three nurses provide the medi-
cal and nursing services to these patients. The nursing 
staff includes fifty five .supervisors and instructors,; 
sixty six head nurses;: two hundred and fifty staff nurses, 
one hundred and sixty two Boston City Hospital .students, 
and fifty affiliates. Ancillary workers, social workers 
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and maintenance personnel number five hundred. The over-
all population of hospital workers and patients totals 
roughly twenty five hundred. 
The hospital maintains a school of nursing which 
graduates an average of fifty six students a year. Bo·ston 
University, Harvard, and Tufts Medical Schools send medi-
cal students to the Boston .City Hospital t'or clinical ex-
perience. Active research departments are maintained by 
the hospital in the Thorndike and Mallory Pathological 
Laboratories. 
The Pediatric Unit 
Tbe children's department ot this institution is 
housed in a nine story building called the Mary E. Curley 
Pavilion. The entire building is dedicated to the care 
of children. The capacity of the unit is two hundred and 
eighty five beds. The average daily census is one hundred 
nd fifty. Separations of the average census into types 
of conditions indicates that there are: sixty five ohil-
. ---dren-· · 1th ·medical ·conditions (1.nelud1ng fifteen premature 
infants), sixty children with surgical conditions (in-
cluding orthopedic c£ond1t1ons)., twenty children with aural 
and eye conditions, and five children with miscellaneous 
conditions. 
The ninth floor and the basement of the pediatric 
unit are used for clinical laboratories, milk laboratory, 
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conference room and a children's xray room. There are 
eight head nurse units between the first and the eighth 
floors of the building. The distribution of these floors 
in relation to the kind of medical service and the age and 





Children 's 6 
Children 's 5 





Medical, Aural and Eye 
Medical, Aural and Eye 
Birth to 
4 yr.s. 
4 to 12 yrs . 







Surgical and Ol'thopedie 4 to. ···12 yrs • Female 
Children's 3 Surgical 
Children's 2 Surgical 
4 to 12 yrs. Male 
4 to 12 yrs. Female 
Children's 1 Surgical and orthopedic 4 to 12 yrs . Male 
The nursing starr in the pediatric department includes 
one ad inistrative supervisor, two assi-stant supervisors., 
one clinical instructor, eight head nurses a.nd thirty 
staff nurses. Fifty affiliate and twenty five Boston City 
Hospital students or nursing constitute an average Nursing 
staff in the pediatric area . 
Six hospital intern services and their visiting phy-
sicians and surgeons provide service for the patients in 
their respective special fields. There is one medical 
service, two surgical services, one orthopedic service, 
and one aural and one eye service. Every resource of the 
-- -- - - --·-- -- - - ~ 
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hospital is made available t o t he patients through these 
doc tors . 
There is a tull .time e.chool teacher assigned to the 
children's department.. It is her duty t o assist all the 
children of schllol sg~ to mainta in the educational re-
quir ements .of their gr.ades as much as their health status 
will permit. 
There are no paid workers f or such services as kinder-
garten, occupational~ or diversional therapy. These func-
tions are ca~ied by a group of five volunteer workers 
who have had nursery school experience. 
Spiritual needs of the children are met by resident 
chaplains or the Catholic, Protestant and .Jewish faiths. 
Four social workers assist in the resolution ot social 
problems. 
A pediatric dietician is in charge of the milk labora-
toey. 
Finally, forty five ancillary workers complete the 
personnel in the pediatric unit. These ancillary workers 
are divided into the following categories: twenty three 
attendants, sixteen ward maids,. one orderly, one house-
keeper and four cleaners. 
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Average ours o P tient Care in Pediatric (1949 -
1952): 
Attend-
Professional Nursing Hours ant 
Gr aduate Student Hours Tot 1 
Pre ture 4 ~includes 1.5 5 .5 
Infants cleaning 
duties 
Infant s. 1.5 2.0 1 .5 
Childre 1.0 3.0 1 5.0 
Prerequisites of Employment and Assignment t o Pediatrics 
All starr nurses employed at the Boston City Hospital 
are required to be graduates of state approved schools of 
nur ing, must provide character and professional references 
an ust be register d 1n Massachusetts withi one year 
or graduation if gra uated from a ·sachusett s school~ 
Out o tate applicant must be registered 1 the resident 
state when they are mployed, and must qualify for the 
ssachusetts Board of Registration ithin a year . An 
aQsistant director of the chool of nursing interviews each 
applicant. The policies governing employment are discussed 
t this time and the applicant i given a written copy of 
12 these policies. For those who meet all other conditions 
for employment, the primary basis for assignment to the 
pediatric area is an interest in children. 
12. See Appendix B, P ·ll9 
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Orientation provi ded i n the Pt::d1atric Department 
The newly employed staff nurse assigned to the pedi-
atric service is given a six hour orientation by the 
pedi tric adminis trative supervisor and t he Pediatric 
instructor. The orientation i s held in the pediatric 
conference r oom . The content ot this instruction is in-
formational i n character and is related t o hospital and 
departmental policies and procedures commonly used i n 
this area. Follo ing this instruction the starr nurse 
is assigned to a head nurse unit where continued assistance 
in her adjustment is the respons1.b1lity of the head nurse 
in the unit. 
Staff Nurse Educational Prosram 
The pediatric staff nurse attends the graduate nurse 
starr educational pr ogram pl anned for the hospit 1 s a 
\hol e . Th1 group meets once a month from Sept ember 
through June. All hospital starr nurses attend these 
meetings . There i s no special departmental educational 
progr am for the pediatric division . 
Hospital and Pediatric QUotas of Starr Nu.rses 
The current quota for start nurses in the hospital 
is three hundred and fifty. This numbe.r was established 
as essential to meet the minimal quality of professional 
nursing service needs of the patients throughout the in-
stitution. '!'his minimum quota has never been realized . 
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The average number of staff nurses is maintained at about 
two hundred and fifty. If the current quota (three hund-
red and fifty staff nurses) could be realized, it is felt 
that hospital administration and nursing service would 
establish a new and increased quota since they desire to 
provide better than mintmum quality of nursing care and 
service to the patient.13 
At the time of this study a separate quota for staff 
nurses in pediatrics has not been established . There are 
thirty staff nurses assigned to the pediatric unit at this 
time . The largest number ever assigned to this area was 
thirty five. 
Personnel Policies for Staff Nurses in the Hospital and 
the Pediatric Unit 
The terms and conditions of employment for starr nur-
ses at the Boston City Hospital are specified in the in-
14 
struction sheet in Appendix B. These inet:ructions apply 
to staff nurses employed on a full time ba i s (forty eight 
hour week) or part time basis (thirty hour week) . Nurses 
who ork less than thirty hours a week are termed "hourly" 
staff nurses. These nurses do not receive the benefits of 
13 . Information from an interview with Ver E . White, 
Assistant Director of the School of Nursing, Boston City 
Hospital. 
14. See Appendix B, P• l l 9 
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\raca tion or sick leave. The are paid s tr:!c tly on the 
bas i of hours orked . 
alaries are paid weekly in c sh by a paymast er who 
c me t o the ho pit al f r this purpo c. Nur e a r ex-
cused r om ar d uty f or '.1 hatever t ime i~ necessary t o 
collect t heir a l ries. 
Full time staff nv.rse are required t o ork evening 
hours (2: 30- 11 : 0 P.!vt .) and ni ght duty (11: 0 P .• -
7: 0 A.M.) whenever ward coverage requires .it In the 
pedi atric unit the average r equirement for night duty 
are two periods of two weeks each per y.ear; the average 
r equirement in this area for evening duty is two evenings 
per week . A split working day is required whenever ward 
coverage necessitates it, this is seldom necessary since 
the revis ion of working schedules in the past year. The 
revised policy for working schedules stipulates that all 
nurses will work straight hours unless an unforeseen 
situation arises, hich renders the policy i mpossible if 
patient needs are to be met. 
Day duty begins at 7:00A.M. and ends at 8 :00P .M. 
In order t o fulfill the policy of straight working hours 
those ho are r equired t o work until 8 :00 P .M. (for example} 
r eport on duty at 11 :00 A.M. 
Staff nurses assigned to the pediatric unit are ro-
t ated periodically through the head nurse units and the 




(a) rotation to night duty and from night duty 
creates the necessity to change the nurses• ward 
in order to fill vacancies; 
(b) the staff nurse is made aware of the varying 
needs of each head nurse unit by this method, 
and is, therefore, better prepared to meet those 
needs if an emergency dictates a sudden change 
of nurses; 
(c) equitable distribution of all areas within the 
department gives the staff nurse more opportunity 
to learn, and divides service equally in some 
areas (such as the premature nursery) which these 
staff nurses do not find as attractive as others. 
Hospital and Pediatric Resignations and Absenteeism Among 
· Staff Nurses 
The figures for hospital resignations of staff nurs.P.~ 
for the period from January 1949 to January 1951 show 
three hundred and seventeen resignations. This represents 
a two year turnover of one hundred and twenty five percent, 
or a sixty two and a half percent turnover for each one 
of the two years. 
In pediatrics there were forty four resignations from 
January 1949 to January 1951. This represents a two year 
turnover of fifty four percent, or a twenty seven percent 
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t urnov r for each one of the two years. 
Hospital records show the loss of three thousand and 
t enty nine days of · t .ff nursing f or the years fro 
January 1949 t9 January 1951 . This is an average loss of 
twelve days per year per staff nurse. Pediatric records 
sho the loss of four hundred and seventeen days for this 
tfo year period (January 1949 to January 1951). This is 
an average of even orking days lost per year for e ch 
staff nurse in the pediatric department. Records are not 
kept o the causes of absenteeism either by th- hospital 
or the pediatric administration. The staff nurse in the 
pediatric department ere asked what they considered to be 
a possible reason for the consistent time loss. The group 
suggested that the hospital cumulative sick lea~e plan 
(which grants fifteen days a year, and may be accumulated 
for a six year period) may be a causative factor. Accu-
mulated time is lost under this plan if it is not used 
1thin a six year period. The starr nurses reel that this 
places a premi um on poor health with no recognition for 
a good health record • Nurses in the group who had worked 
in the medical or surgical areas of the hospital suggested 
that the work in those units was so great that much or 
the absenteeism there represented a need for rest. 
Hospital an pediatric quotas, resignations and ab-




























readily comprehended 1n this form. 
Reasons Given for Resignations 
Nurses who resign from the Boston City Hospital are 
asked to state the reason for resignation in writing. They 
are also interviewed by the departmental supervisor. Hos-
pital and departmental records of staff nurse resignations 
i ndicate that home responsibilities were the prime cause 
of resignations whieh occurred from January 1949 to January 
1951. In rank order the second most important cause was 
that the nurse was taking another position out of town. 
The records reveal that of those who moved out of town# a 
majority went to Florida or California. The third factor 
inducing resignation was an indication or dis atisfaction 
for the forty eight hour work week. Nurses who made this 
statement were more numerous in 1950 than in 1949. The 
fourth and fifth causes of staff nurse resignations were 
marriage and joining the armed services. Salary was not 
specified as a r ason for resigning but two of the nurses 
~ho went to the Veteran' s Administration mentioned that 
the salary offered and the numbers of staff nurses main-
tained on the rolls of these institutions added to the 
attraction of positions there. Four of the nurses who 
are included on the list of resignations had been employed 
as temporary summer supplies. These resignations have no 
s1gnifi.cance in considering the casualties or personnel 
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policies , administrational defects , home obligations or 
other fac t ors indicating dissatisfaction .. See table 2 on 
page 27a. 
Description of the Group 
Thirty staff nurses were employed in the pediatric 
unit of the Boston City Hospital at the time of this in-
vestigation. They ranged in age fr.om twenty one years to 
fifty two. Twenty of the nurses are from twenty one to 
twenty five years of age . The mean age is twenty seven . 
Thirteen or these nurses are married~ of this number 
eight have children. Description of the group by age~ 
marital atatus , and children is summarized in table 3. 
Eleven of the thirty live at a distance from the 
hospital . Two of this group requires more than forty 
five minutes travel time. It \'las interesting to note that 
contrary to expectation the attendance of these nurses did 
not seem to be affected by the d.istance from work . In 
reality the attendance of these nurses helped to lower the 
level of days lost for the entire group. The average days 
lost by these eleven nurses was five; whereas the days 
lost by the nineteen nurses who lived convenient to the 
working center was nine. 
Nine of the nurses were taking advanced educational 
courses in nearby colleges. Seven others expressed in-
terest in and the intention of taking courses . This six-
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elonge to prof ssional organizations. The married nur-
es aid they oul d like to belong but the expense had 
deterred the . 
Seventeen of the thirty nurses wer e graduates of the 
Bo ton Ci ty Hospital School of ursing . Thirteen ere 
graduates of other schools of nursing . 
All but t hree of the nurses are reg1 tered in assa-
chusetts. The remaining three wait returns fro t he 
state boar d examinations. 
On the r eason f or selection of pediatrics as a chosen 
1eld t enty nine said that they l iked children . ne who 
as recently married and who did not feel com:for table ith 
children wanted t o learn t o like them . 
Groue Reac tion to the Study 
All of the staf nurse in t his gro p enter ed into 
th~ study ith a cooperative and illing spirit hich cay 
be termed enthusiastic . This had not been ant ci p ted 
· rior to the ins i ation of the study. It had been felt 
that some of the nurses woul d react i th doubt and sus-
picion to the investigation. It was found, to the c n-
tr ry, t at rron t he first r equest made to them to as 1st 
in the formul tion of the quest 1onnair they assumed the 
role of co- orkers in this enterprise . Individual l y and 
co lectively they have o fered suggestions and creative 
a sistance ith the quest i onnaire, group dis cuss ions and 
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per onal i ntervie\'lS through uhich the study has been com-
leted . It is especially note,.·mrthy that they expressed 
ratitude as a group that consideration ~as given to the 
type of problem confronting the staff nurse in this hos-
pital. 
Description of the Questionnaire 
As previously noted the questi.onnaire (see Appendix 
A) contains ite s uhich previous i nvestigator"' nd t e 
staff nurses in the study consider descriptive or the 
ideal staff nur se situation. It is organized under three 
major headings: 
1. Items concerned with the type of hospital, loca-
tion, equip ent , staff and preferred clinical 
service. 
2. Items concer ned -vlith the condition of employment . 
3 Items concerned with m cellaneous fac tors such 
as the number and selection of co-w r ers, rota-
tion plan, o rtunity for individual ro th. and 
the qu it of patient c re. 
It as felt that this questionnaire would a sure re-
li.ble and valid res ons sand constitute no threat to the 
nurse' securi ty (as enunc iated in principle III) since ite 
rundam_ntal objective as to determine That t hi s group of 
~taf nurses consider to be an ideal position for tar r 
nurses. 
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T i tems 11 t ed i n t e que""ti onary were arrange 4 0 
be checked i n r el a tion t o the degree of essential i ty t-
tached t o t he items b the nurses. To accompl i s h t his 
f ive columns ere pl aced a t the right of the items . The 
nur se checked the item in t he category which indicated her 
opi ion of t he i t em ' s es sentiality . The categories pro-
vided ~ere: 
• ·The item tas consid red necessary t o consideration 
of the pos iti on . 
2 . The ite ~as considered completely ll.ndesirable . 
3. The item was considered immater al . 
4 . The item ~as considered desirable but notre-
quisite. 
5. The item a s cons idered a condition not usually 
found toward which hospital administration might 
aim . 
It was believed that this ar rangement of t he items 
in terms of their degree of essentiality would assist in 
securing data essential to solving the pr oblem (as enun-
ciated in principle V). 
4]/ 
The imper onallty of the questionary was deliberately 
planned to a sure the wholehearted support of t he staff 
nurses. It was telt that an immediate attempt to secure 
data ith ~pecific reference t o this working situation 
would inhibit truthful responses, and diminish the ehall-
enge t o constructive and reflective t hinking on the part 
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of the staff nurses. 
Results ' of the Questionnaire 
The questionna1re15 was submitted to the thirty staff 
nurses in the pediatric unit 1n a conference room in the 
children's building. The group was divided into three 
sections in order that none of the staff nurses would be 
inconvenienced in time arrangements . All of the thirty 
nurses completed the forms. There was no question or need 
for interpretation since the nurses were acquainted with 
the content of the quest1onary before it was given . 
The results of the questionnaire were tabulated and 
the group was called t ogether for discussion of each of 
t he tables . Five meetings were held for this purpose . 
For convenience in review the cheeked items of the 
questionary were summarized 1n two ways , namely: 
(1) in descending rank order of frequency with which 
the item was cheoked;16 
(2) in categorical arrangement under major headings 
indicating relationship to: 
(a) the size of the hospital; 
(b) the location of the hospital; 
(e) the source of hospital support; 
15. See Appendix A, p. 117 
16 . See Appendix C, PP·121 to 127 
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(d) the type of patient the hospital serves; 
(e) hospital administration and organization; 
(f) the quality ot equipment; 
(g) the primary objective ot the hospital; 
(h) the educational plan or the hospital; 
(i) personnel policies concerned with salary; 
(j) personnel policies concerned with health 
and security; 
(k) personnel policies concerned with main-
tenance; 
(1) personnel policies concerned with vacation, 
l eaves or absence and holidays; 
(m) the quality of nursing care; 
(n) factors controlled by supervision; 
( o) factors influencing individual grot>zth. 
These second summaries are presented in the pages 
which follow (Figures I to XV) since t hey appear signi-
ficant in understanding starr nurse attitudes. It becomes 
evident from an examination or these figures that starr 
nurses in this s i tuation are realists. This fact wa 
also confirmed in the follow-up discussions. 
The· Size of the Hospital 
The responses of this group of nurses to items rela-
ted to hospital size indicate that their preference is 
for hospitals of more than two hundred, or five hundred 
beds rather than the small, fifty bed hospital . mhe 
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frequency with which the items wer e checked a~ immaterial 
for a dec i sion in elect ion of a "'t~ rr nurse position demon-
s trates, ho ever, · that hospital s ize 1s not a major 1::- ue . 
·These f ets are made evident :from an inspection_ of Figure I 
(Page 34). Discussi on or the itetne listed in th1s category 
ith t he group brought out that the nurses f eel larger hos-
pitals are bet ter equipped and t .aft'ed. of'f'er g:rea ter di.-
v·ersi ty of patients, and are ~onsequently more inter :Jting 
places in whieh to work. The nurses did not totally dis-
count the mall hospital. They indicated th. t the atmos- . 
phere might be rmer and more ftti~ndly than in large in-
st1tut1ons . 
The Location of the Hospital 
The most essential single factor designated by the 
group in relati.on to hospital location .a·s a determinant or 
selection of a starr nurse position was that the 1nstitut1on1 
should be s i t uated near the nurse's own home. This faetor rl 
was checked by all but four or the group a s either essential 
or de 1rable. Inspection ot Figure II (Page 35) shows 
the comparative weight of this factor with relation to 
otber\s. · The nur·se~''1:Jt"ought out in d1s ous·s1on that their 
preference f or hospit als located 1n cities was based on 
the greater opportunities , both social and professional, 
to be found in u~ban areas. They were emphatic, however, 
in noting t hat many of the large older ho-spitals (which 
s ;u:. of V\-r·A .. I 
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are attractive to nux-ses seeking positions because they 
are centers of research in medicine and nursing) are ltu-
ated i n congested, run down neighborhoods~ In the opinion 
ot tbese nurses sueh neighborhoods do not provide living 
conditions which promote indivi dual growth and happiness. 
The Source of Hospital .SuE20rt 
The selection of a· staff nurse position 1n a hospital 1 
on the basis of its rinan~ing thr ough voluntary contribu-
tions or taxation-has little i mportanc·e to the starr nur ... 
ses concerned in this study. Nineteen of the t hirty nurses 
specified that hospital support through taxation would be 
immaterial in their consideration of a position; and twenty r 
three of' this group or nurses qualified hospital support 
by voluntary contribution as an 1mmatet'ial factor in choos-
ing a .staff nurse position.. A summary of the responses on 
these taetors is sbown 1n Figure III {Page 37). Follow up 
discussion brought out the ~act that in selecting a posi-
tion the sou.rce or support i .s less important than indica-
tions of permanence and stability of financing. In aware-
ness of the trend to gove.rnment soeiali~at1on or health 
plans ten or the nurses said that tax support was essential 
or desirable, while seven specif'ied that voluntary support 
was undesirable. 
The 'f1peot Patient the,lloapital Serves 
S1nee the staff' nurses who completed the questionnaire 
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r ere orking in t he pediatri c field i t was expected that 
the emphasis, in their selection of a staff nurse positi on 
based on the type .of pat ient t o· be cared for woul d be 
heavily weighted toward pediatrics, and such wa the ca e. 
It is noteworthy t hat twelve of t he group selected other . 
areas as preferred fields; five nurses designated prefer-
ence for work in a general hospital, and in discussion 
stated that they liked to be rotated to various areas; 
three nurses elected obstetrics; and tour gave first pre-
terence to psychiatry. . It wae interesting that most of 
the nurses believed . that specialization in a clinical 
field was pra.ctically essential primarilY' because or the 
trend in medicine to set this pattern. They felt that 
institutional nurses could not keep abreast .of' changes in 
every field, but that staff' education should focus to some 
extent upon making them a are of essential changes in other 
specialties. 
When other clinical areas were considered# each 
clinical area with the exception of pediatrics was con-
sidered undesirable by at least one member or the group. 
It becomes apparent, then, that staff' nurses prefer assign-
ments 1n certain clinical nursing fields and prefer not 
to have assignments in others. Psychiatric nursing was 
deemed undesirable by ritteen of these pediatric staff 
nurses and communicable disease nursing by thirteen. When 
the reasons for considering these fields undesirable were 
.)0 
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explored through group diacussion.; these -points were made: 
(1) some stated that they \gere not equipped through 
basic pre.paration to f unc tion in a psychiatric 
nursing situation; 
(2) several stated that they would find this field 
too depressing as a field of choice but indica-
ted that it was a ne~e&Bary part of the prepara-
of every nurse as ~ aid 1n dealing with the 
emotional problems of the every day nurse; 
(3) those nurses who are ma.rried, or who had young 
brothers or sisters stated that communicable 
disease nursing was hazardoutJ from the point 
of view of carrying home such infection. 
11 
I 
The complete distribution of response is shown in the 
summary in Figure IV (Page 40) • 
Hospital -Administration _and Organization 
The factors placed in this category were much more 
heavily scored by the nurses as requisite to the selection 
of a staff nurse position than was apparent in .the .first II 
tour categories~ _With rew exceptions the nurses registered 
each item as eithe.r essential or desirable in selecting a 
position. Figure V (Page 41) establishes vecy elearly the 
essentiality the nurses placed on these factors. Follow up 
discussion revealed that the response$ here might have been , 
even more pronounced as essential in these areas except 
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f or the a.l ays apparent reali tic philosophy of the nur es .• 
They noted that democratic organization in hos itals h s 
e tablished a foothold,. but that the authoritarian prin-
ciple has been a part of ho pital administration for s o 
long that i ts cars are still apparent . Th y. held that in 
el ct1ng a position a nur e should be sure that admini-
stration was building toward the democratic principle . 
The ent i re gr ou felt that "approval f a ho pita! 
by appropriate professional gr oup ", and "that hospital 
ad~inistration should be conducive to happiness 1n a po-
sition" ere es ential or, t le t desirable ualities 
in selecting a staff nurse position . One nur e had checked 
11ad ancement base on merit" a an undesirabl e quality. 
She explained that she felt that the determination of 
merit is too often b sed upon subjective evidence given 
by those who are the girl' immediate superiors . The judg-
ment of merit should rest in the more objective hands of 
a person removed fl'Om the immediate working a·rea in this 
nurse' viewpoint. 
It had been expected that the .forty hour work eek 
ould quali.fy as essential to the selection of a sta.ff nurse 
position by every nurse in the group . This did not happen. 
ine nurses checked this item as desirable or a factor to 
aim at; while one cheeked it as immaterial . In explanation 
of thi positio the nurses said that this factor should 
be a matter of individual preference, available if the 
42 
nurse deaired it. Since the completion of this study the 11 11 
I! 
forty hour week bas been made possible on the basis of in... J! 
d~ vidual · election. Under the new plan the nurse · is paid II 
I 
for added time if' she chooses to work longer hours . It . 




ses took the opportunity when it was given to work shorter 11 
I 
hours 12 of the 28 have since resumed working a sixth day 11 
in order to earn the extra da.yts pay. 
The position taken by the group 1n relation to hos-
pital administration encouraging membership in profes.sional ·~ 
I 
organizations provided the one disappointment in this cate- 1 
gory .. Follow up discussion ot the responses gave evidence 
or need for turther study to resolve a seeming lethargy 
in relation to this factor. ~e . married nurses who have 
children said they had .neither the time nor the money to 
spend 1n professional organizations. A few of the young 
nurses felt that organizations were for those who like 
that sort or thing. 
. •I The Qqality .of Equ1nnrent 1 
! The importance of equipment in relation to a decision ·! 
to select a staff nurse position is clearly shown 1n Figure ; 
VI (Page ll4). The nurses attached: greater importance to th~ 
tact tnat the hospital should have s.ufricient adaptable 
equipmen.t than to the fact that the hospital should have 
plentiful modern devices. Only one nurse checked adaptable 
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equipment as undesirable. In the follow up discussion she 
said that hospitals should provide plentiful modern devices 
because they are instruments essential to sound and econ-
omical nursing practice. Twenty-nine of the nurses defi-
nitely asserted that they did not feel that hospital 
budget s could make the possession of plentiful modern de-
vices possible . These nurses would find sufficient adapt-
able equipment for t he practice of established nursing 
principles acceptable. 




I Patient care as a primary hospital objective 
the selection of a staff nurse position assumes a 
affecting 
dominant · !/ 
place in the nurses• responses to t he items grouped in this 
ca tegory. That education, research and diagnosis are im-
portant was conceded in discussion, but it was believed 
t hat these objectives should serve in a secondary capacity 
as necessary t o the fulfillment of the ultimate goal, 
namely patient care. These observations are evident in 
Figure VII {Page 46). It is apparent here also that the 
nurses beli.eve education i s a more fundamentally essential 
hospital function than research or diagnosis. 
The Educational Plan of the Hospital 
In t he consideration or the merits of a starr nurse 
position in a hospital the educational plan and/or philoso- 1/ 
phy of the institution has a varying degree of essentiality 
t o this group of nurses. Figure VIII (Page 47) shows the 
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responses in this category. The major! ty of the group I 
I 
·TOuld prefer to work in situations where education i s an 
integral part of the program but they did not consider this 
a factor of vital importance if a hospital had other quali-
ties such as a reputation for good nursing practice. !t 
as interesting to note that of all the items 11 ted in 
this category the .nurses felt a continuous orientation pro-
gram \'las most essential. They believe that hospitals which j 
function in the field of' education are more likely to be · 
desirable places ot employment but that it does not neees ... 
sarily follow that this will be true. 
Fersonnel Policies Conee~ed .with Salaq 
It .is immediately apparent upon inspection ot the re-
• 
sponse& to the items of the questionnaire concerned with 
salary Figure IX (Page 49) that these nurses do not place 
salary in a position ot primary significance in the selec-
tion of a position. '!'he three members of the group who 
were most concerned with these factors are married and have 
children. They readily admitted that their sole purpose in 
working was economic need and that they would be toreed to 
select the less deeirable of available positions it the dif 
ferences in salary offered ere great. It may be noted 
that eight or the nurses .found increases 1n salaey tor 
merit undesirable. The$e nurses felt that merit is often 
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may be a source of low morale hen true merit is not recog- 1 
nized . All of the nurses expressed the belief that salary, I 
of i tself, is less important than the stability and long I 
range security hich the position offers. II 
Personnel Policies Concerned with Health and Security 
The factors listed in this category were conceded a 
comparatively high degree ot 1mpo.rtance in the selection or 
a staff nurse position. Liberal sick leave allowances and j 
provision for positive health were held most essential in 
a inspection of the nurse responses shown in Figure X 
(Page 51). There was considerable variation in opinion 1n 
r•elat i on to the hospita l sponsoring a health plan such as 
Blue Cr oss. Many of the nurses believe that this should 
be a me.tter of L"'ldividual determinat ion. Two or the nurses 
said they believed t hat pay roll deduction plana were a 
usurption of personal rights. In relation to a liberal 
r etirement plan four or the younger nurses considered it 
immat erial because t hey did not intend to continue to work I 
for more than a f'e~ years • II 
Personnel Policies Concerned with Maintenance j 
There is little doubt that the provision or maintenanc ! 
in connection with a position as staff nurse varies in its I 
degree of' essentiality with individual needs. This is evi- l 
dent in the summarized responses shown in Figure XI (Page 
52). It was emphasized also in the follow up discussion 
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t·ith the nurses. 'I'heee nurses belie'Ve that hospital adminiJ. 
stration should establish policies for maintenance which 
\'rould be elective and dependent upon the individual nurse •·s 
desire . 
Personnel Policies Coneerned with Vacation, Leaves and 
Holidays 
The responses of the nurses to the items in this cate-
gory Figure XII {Page 54) again demonstrate a realistic 
attitude on the part of the nurses. In discussion they 
said they did not believe t hat four weeks vacation1 and 
cumulative vacation could be expected in most staff nurse 
positions because of the shortage or nursee. an the rapid 
rise 1n the cost of -patient care, They di d teei t hat ad-
mini tration Should have a liberal policy toward leaves of 
absence requested for adequate reason; and that the allot-
ment of holidays should be generous because of the continint 
qu.ality or the ork. There was considerable dispute about 
policies regarding vacation. The nurses believed t hat va-
cation policies are establi.ahed without purpose i n many 
institutions, and that they seldom indicate any form or 
recognition of 1ndl.vidual service. They hope that the 
widening effects or democratic principles will force a 
r eevaluation or vacation policies and a reeducation or 
nursing administration personnel 11' the nurses in these 
posit ions are unaware or present day standards and policies. 
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The Quality of Nursing 
For those ho believe that modern nurses are not eon- , 
cerned 't'li th "bedside" nursing a glance at the responses 
umm rized in Figure XIII (page 56) shculd prove surprising~ 
The gr oup respon ea leave no doubt that the f actors 1n this 
category are a matter of the ut most importance to the nur-
se • Follow up discussion confirmed and strengthened thi 
·act. In selecting a staff nurse position the nurse's 
decision is most affected by evidence that quality nursing 
is practiced in the hospital under consideration. One 
nurse responded to the item establishing the degree of 
essentiality she attributed to a faculty adequate in quali-
ty and quantity as "undesirable" a When her response 1as 
challenged she expressed the opinion that the faculty should 
be ,ore than adequate especially 1n quality . 
The group as asked why they placed more value on the 
practice of comprehensive quality nursing than on the pa-
t ient care method . It as explained that in the attainment ! 
of a high quality of comprehensive nursing the patient care 
ethod eemed mandatory . The discus ion gave evidence of 
confusion, perh~ps in the connotation of terms , Ten of 
the nurses had designated the patient care method essentiall 
There as a persuasion among six of the older members of 
the group that the functional method of patient care is 
more orderly and therefore more effective . The merits of 
the functional, team and patient care methods t1ere 
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evaluated by the group as the$e methods relate to succes$-
ful comprehensive nursing . After this reconsideration all 
but four of the nurses concedeC that their responses to the 
questionnaire in relation to the use of the patient care 
method ere colored by the ex1gencie produced by the 
shortage of nurses in most hospitals. 
The group strongly believe that ancillary workers 
should be more numerous 1n most hospitals in order that 
valuable nur sing hours may be released to patient care, 
and to stop the wanton use of skilled personnel for non-
essential tasks. 
Factors Controlled by Supervision 
Consideration of the responses ot the nurse to the 
item in this category present an interesting picture of 
con'rast Figure XIV (Page 58). There is no doubt that the 
nurses believe a staff nurse position should have definite 
func tions. In discus ion they specified that the lack of 
this quality in. many small hospitals increased the unde-
sirability of the posit ions they offered . 
There was a wide variance of opinion expressed about 
the es entiality of a "serene and orderly" position . Seven-
teen of the nurses felt this factor either immaterial or 
undesirable . They expres~ed the belief that there is more 
$timulat1on and reward in working where serenity and order 
may be frequently challenged by emergencies . 
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In relation to nurse rotation in a- osition there was i 
a mixed response al so I t wa:s believe by most ot the 
nurses that rotation has value but that the nurse ·sho ld 
1ot have to. work -in areas , ·he ·dislikes 
One item. ·was inserted in the questionnaire because of 
frequent complaints about the polie·y of planning time ~or 
stude:Lts or nursing with limitations on using the student 
f or· ser ' ice. · It had been expected that the re pon es to 
t nis item would reveal strong statr nurse prejudicerJ ac-
quired from their own . educational experiences. Only . seven. 1 
of the nurses responded that the student should not be 
iven prefererce 1n. planning off duty time. 
t' 
'l'hese nurses also believeq that the staff nurse 's func 11 
tion as an assistant in student education should be a mat-
ter of individual preference. After challenge to this 
opinion from other members or the group they agreed that 
by example the start nurse serves an educational function 
:Lth students of nursing. They did stipulate however that 
incorporating the staff nurse in specific plans of an 
educational program should depend upon the nurse's ability 
!l 
and ease in teachi ng. All were agreed that the staff nurse n 
I' 
should function in parent education in the pediatric field. 1: 
Factors Influencing Individual Gro 1th 
Throughout the summaries and subsequent discuseions 
it is clear that the staff nurse has strong convictions 
-------. ~- -~~ ~~=============== 
/' . 
about the essentialit y of individual consideration by hos-
pital administration in the el ction of a starr nurse po. 
sition . Though there was variability in the response 
.listed in t his catego17 Figure :m (Page 61 ) it is., none-
theless., obvious t hat the nurses attach a vital importance 
to all but one ita~ . 
They agai exposed their real:Lstic vie\! s i n discussion 
of' t hese i t ems . Seven nurses had checke "consideration 
of individual differences 11 as desirable., or as !'actor 
t o aim at, rather t han essential. They said that t hey 
muld not demand this quali cy in selecting a st aff nurse 
position because t hey did. not beli eve t hat hospit al admini• 
~tration has been completelT- converted to such considera-
tion . They believ that the s ituation has improve but that 
there 1 room tor more progress.. This ·l i ne ef reasoni.ng 
they applied to the other items ith the exception of plan-
ning f'or social growth. There was agreen1ent that planning 
tor social growth benefited b.J the assistance and approval 
of administration .. On the other hand the nurses believed 
that such plana were more strictly the province of the per-
sonnel, with administration acting as a mino.riey agency in 
the conception and execution ot the plan. They believed~ 
too, that the support of social plans should come from the 
group to avoid paternalism. 
Ans ·ers to Questions at the End of the Questionnaire 
- . . - . . . 
Four questions were inserted at the end ot the 
- -=-----=---=. --====------===-=-- =::-.-- ------==~ ~~ -- -----
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q· .estionary . j_n order to obta:tn dat a \'lhich rou l d facil itate 
the 1 <>ugur ation of personal · intervie s \'>li th the _ndiv:td 'al 
nur ... cs. 'l~ese quest'ions sought t o e .tablish: 
( 1 ) tlhe ther tho nur se preferred starr nursing to 
other types of nursing, 
(2) uhat f actors t he nu~se considex-ed t o be more 1m- ' 
portant than salary, 
(3) ho\! the n rse f elt about the time for beginning 
and endi g of wor-king hours, 
(4) what the nurse believed were the most satis fying 
factox-s in a posi tion . 
Question 1; The Nurse ' s Preference for Staff Nursing 
• Seventeen of the nurses expresaed a preference for 
staff nursing without a desire for advancement. The rea-
sons given for this wer 
(1) seven nurses have home responsibilities and would 
not care to assume added administrative burdens ; 
(2) seven nur ses enjoy giving bedside care; 
(3) two nurses do not want to secure additional for-
mal education; 
(4) one nurse wants to forget her work when off' duty . 
Eight of these nurses would 11ke .to be advanced 
in position after serving as starr nurses. They 
are aiming at future advancement. Five nurses 
stated that they feel qualified for advancement 
- -=-==- ========c ==- --- -=-
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· at any time through experience , advanced 
pr paration, and interest in teaching . 
Question 2; Factors More Important than Salary 
The responses to this question demonstrate that though 
salary is necessarily an important considerati.on 1n the 
selection of a staff nurse position it is secondary to 
other factors . Nineteen of the nurses of this group speci-
fied that a congenial atmosphere ( in which the individual 
f .eels she is an important part of a cooperative team v1hich 
has a common goal) has more significance than salary. 
Thirteen of the nurses indicated that straight working 
hours and the forty hour week precede salary as a considera-
tion in selecting a position . Eight of the group mentioned 
that the reputation ot the hospital as an institution where 
nursing standards are high, and the kind of patient the 
nurse is to care for are more influential factors than 
salary in a staff nurse position. Four nurses specified 
tbat the rating and reputation of the hospital and good 
modern equipment are of more concern than salary. 
In regard to the atmosphere in t'fhich institutional 
nursing operates, these nurses feel that there is a lack 
of understanding between the medical and nursing professions 
about the object:tves of nursing education. They believe 
that this fact often creates tensions which adversely affect 
the performance of nursing functions. They consider ~ too , 
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that talse barrier seems to exist between nursing service ;! 
I 
and nursing education in maey institutions. This barrier 1 
. . I . 
agg:w:o-9.vates a spirit ot unrest which promotes anta,son1sm and 1 
increases the strain upon the worker. These nurses say 
that nl,ll'sing administration has seemed reluctant to relin-
quish the traditional authoritative pat.terns established in 
the past. The nurses agree that there is :lmprovement in 
this condition, but they teel that nursing has lagged be-
hind tbe tempo ot world changes. This group suggests that 
eradication ot these dUti.cul ties would increase the at-
tractiveness or hospital staff nursing positions, and 
minimize the importance or sala%7 to nurses seeking posi-
tion .. 
Question 3; Recommendations ror Chanses in Working Hours I 
I 
The nurses responses to this question indicate clearl7 
. I 
that they believe mallJ' changes eoulc;t be ettected in working . 
hours which would benefit the start nurse and in no wq \' 
atteet nursing service. All ot the n\ll'ses suggest that the ;! 
day should end at 1:00 P.M •. 1 and that the beginning and end li 
of shifts should overlap to allow time for an adequate re- ,, 
port to be completed during. working hours. The group be• !\ 
lieve that plans tor working hours shoUld make consideratio1 
tor individual needs. The7 teel that da,- time hours should II 
be staggered so that straight time would result., and the 
split working da7 woUld be reqUired onlJ' in an emergency. 
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Question .4i The .Most Satisf£1BS Fa~tors 1n,a . Position !I 
II 
II I 
. There was some ove:rlapp~ng in ~he. responses to this . 
question with . the responses to ~he _quest1Qn asking w:~t 
f actors the nur~es eons1der.~d more ~portant tllan salary. 
The range or responses was more i nclusive in tb1s c.ategocy# i 
howeve:t.", and a wider view of' the requisite~ ot starr nlU"se ; 
satisfaction becomes apparent. . 
The practice ot good comprehensive nursing and the 
forty hour work week were ~entioned b1 twenty•eight of the 
nurses ~s most sat'-sf7ing . 'Twen1;J' .... three nurJecs 1nd.1cated 
that the type ot patien~ cseMed w-a ·· prominent . in .contribu• I 
i 
ting to sat1sfaot.1on • . Twent1' nv.rse,s ~aid that their bappi- ~ 
l'less was determined in a large aeaeure on the basis of the1z;
1 
belief in their capacity to do a good job. Nineteen nurses :1 
mentioned the need to feel a sense or accompliShment from :1 
work well done as vital to their eatisfaetion. Eighteen 
or the group indicated that a congenial at.mosphere with 
' . 
each one tulf1111ng his purpose as an integral part ot a 
team was moat essential 1n siving a sense of well being. 
• I , . 
Well planned work with no over loading and adequate 
eqUiPment tor . ttioro\18h patient care were stipula·ted as 
necessar.y ingredients ' tor sat1sract1on b7 'seven nurses. 
Five ot the nurses felt that qualified supervision contri• 
buted to aat1sfact1on by providinS assurance that the 
solution of problems could be accomplished readily. Four 
ot these nurses believed that rotat1on from a known situs-








tion to a new area causes ·problems. ot adjustment which 
ff'= II- ---=--: 
detract tram happiness and effective work. Liberal salary ' 
and advancement tor merit.; education and seniority were 
specified bJ three nurses as tactors promoting ·individual 
satisfaction. · There was a scattering or tactors mentioned · 
bt · two · or one · of the nurses whi·ch ·included: starr · education, 
0 gr1pe" sessions,; three or four week. vacations, generous 
sick leave 1 straight hours, tair · distribution or shifts and 1 
time allowance tor pertinent courses. 
The Results of the Interviews 
Individual conterences were conducted with each member 
ot the group following the tabulation. and discussions or 
the data in the questionar.r- These interviews were held to 
obtain data which would show the nurse's reactions to a 
starr nurse position in the pediatric unit ot this hospital.: 
'rh particular objectives or tbe conferences were to deter ... 
mine: 
(1) the factors in her position which the starr 
. I 
nurse believes are good, and which should, there-
fore, be retained; 
(2) the factors in her position which the statt nurse II 
considers are bad or questionable 1 and which 
should, therefore~ be adJuste~, changed or 
eliminated; 
(3) the respons1bil1t1 which the starr nurse teels 
she should assume to help create a better 
situation tor the performance of quality nursing 
service and tor the education or tudents of 
nursing. 
The data derived from the interviews were summarized in 
de cending rank order of frequency and are presented in this li 
tor.m in the ppe dix.17 Consideration or the data on the 
following pages is made in limited categori~s for conven-
ience in review and interpretation. ·. 
Policies and Conditions Which the Staff Nurses Approve and 
Recommend To .Be Retained 
Each staff nurse designated that starr nurse positions 
in the pediatric unit of the Boston Cit.r Hospital provided 
generally satisfying working conditions. They felt that 
statf nursing here compared favorably with like situations 
in their experience or situations of which they had heard. 
They expressed the belief that the pediatric unit of the 
hospital had more appeal than most other units of this 
hospital because this department has a suftic1ent staff to 
provide a high quality of patient care. There was universal 
agreement that the interviews and written statement of 
working conditions (given to the nurses upon taking employ-
ment here) provided sufficient inf'ormation tor understanding 
See Appendix D, PP-127 to129 
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hospital standards and requirements. They believed that 
their reception and instruction in the pediatric department 
~ere adequate to meet t heir need tor effective work. 
I n considering particular personnel policies and con• 
ditions of e pl oyment hich these nurses reco ended to be 
reta1 ed~ there qas complete ap roval given to the standard 
of pay 1 the hospital pension plan, the ratio of patients 
to each nurse 1 and the privilege ot electing the working 
area (in this case the children • s department) • TwentJ'-eight 
I 
ot the nurses said that the quality ot patient care Should 
be maintained at its present level. They believed that the 
consistent maintenance ot the nUl~sing statt in its present 
numbers makes quality nursing possible without undue pres-
sure. The hospital plan for step rate increases in salar,, 
and hospitalization without charge to the personnel were 
considered to be generous by twenty-seven of the nurses. 
In regard to the provision of hospitalization without 
charge, these nurses were particUlarly vocal in the belief 
that this policy made the position more attractive and ex-
pressed a sympathetic administrational philosop~. n the 
other band 1 these nurses agreed that rising hospit l costs 
made such a policy ifticult to continue. Nineteen of the I 
nurses approved the hospital cumulative sick leave plan. 
The feeling was expresaed 1 however, that this poli.Clf' placed 
a premium on poor ealth and should e modified to recognize 




Only seven ot the nurses approved the vacation plan 
offered here. There was a suggestion by maey of the nurses 
that the hospital should distinguish between professional 
personnel and other workers in establishing vacation pol1~ 
cies. These nurses believed that the individual variation 
in responsibility and the requirements .of a position should 
be considered 1·n determining vacation policies. At the 
present time the vacation policy tor all city employees is: 
two weeks tor those employed less than ten years$ three 
weeks for those employed trom ten to twenty years, tour 
weeks tor those employed twenty years or more. Change in 
this policy involves action by city administration. 
In discussing tactors controlled. by adlninistration and 
organization of the hospital and the pediatric unit these 
starr nurses specially commended tor continuance: 
(l) the qualit7 or food served to day nurses; 
(2) the standardization or equipment and organization 
ot each head nurse unit in the pediatric area; 
(3) the combined use or the patient care method and 
the Kardex system; 
(4) the emphasis upon positive health both tor the 
patient a~A the nurse; 
(5) the quali~ and quantity or supplies tor each 
head nurse unit (with two noteforthy exceptions 
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Ot special interest to this investigator was the tact !I 
that there were twenty-one nurses who commended the orderlJ 
and methodical administration ot the pediatric un1t though 
the7 were ad.versel7 critical ot the tendency to cling to 
old authoritative principles throughout the hoepital. Thes~, 
nurses said that the7 believed that the virtue 1n the ad· 
ministration of the pediatric unit is in its clarit7 and 
caretul planning. On the other hand the,- pointed out that 
the7 felt the s;y.stem is weak because it does not accept 
change, allow tor individual differences. or stimulate 
creative etfort. 
Twent7 nurses said that they telt that the variety ot 1 
experience and the available clinical tac111t1es provided 
an excellent opportunity to learn. Eighteen nurse.s speci-
fied that the segregation or patients ~ age, sex and 
variety ot illness is helpful in meeting patient needs at 
various levels ot growth and de\l'elopment. 
Seventeen ot the nurses were partieularl7 gratified to 
have the opportunit7 to work witb students trom fourteen 
schools of' nursing. These nurses believe that there is a 
tine opportuni t7 tor mutual growth thro.u,gh an exchange of 
~deas because of contacts with the students ot so ma~ 
.schools. '.t'he7 believe that the graduate statt nurses do 
more ettect1ve work and are more alert to professional 
growth when the7 work with students ot nursing. 
Fourteen nurses approved the Just allotment ot evening 
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and night duty in this area; but the~ added that many nurses 
could not do institutional nursing becauae they could not 
work the evening shift hours. 
Twelve nurses approved the hospital start education 
program, and eleven mentioned . that the departmental orienta..,: 
tion as good., The nurses did Sa'3' • however; that these 
educational plans were limited. They believe that. the tatt· 
education plans should include a special. departmental pro-
gl"a.m, and that the orientation program should consid r the 
participation of a co~petent statt nurse in ita plana . 
Several nurses commended: 
(l) rotation within the depar~ent; 
(2) the cooperative apirit of service doctors in this 
area; 
(3) the encouragement and ·consideration given by 
hospital administration to nurses .. tald.ng college 
courses; 
{ 4) sta.ft nurse planning own time in the premature 
nursei7; 
( 5) the racial and religious toleJ>ance manifested by 
ever;yone toward patients and personnel •. 
Particular praise as given b7 one nurse tor the or-
ganization in the pediatric unit to raise funds tor 
children's Christmas# birthday and special event celebra-
tions. This nurse e~ressed the conviction that this 
cooperative ettort by the nursing personnel could f'orm the 
! 
i 
nucleus . for o.ther cooperative plans . · 
Policies and Conditions Recommended· tor Chanse. ·bz the 
Group 
There was a prevailing belief by · this . group of nur es ,, 
that staff nursing has onlY begun -to achieve: reco nition 
I 
by hospital administration and the .nurs1ng prote sion as a 
whole . One nurse expressed this comr1et1on in· S5¥ing that 1 
staff nursing seemed to her like an illegitimate child in 
the nursing famiq. All . of t he group agreed that atatf 
nursing has· grown without adequate plan; and that · changes 
in administrational att.1tudea .have oeen torced b7 untilled 11 
quotas in statf nurse positions. Sever l ot this roup be-
lieve that most advance·s and improvements in the staf't 
nurse's lot are grudging concessions b.r hospital admini tra~ 
I 
tion in the tace of critical nurse shortages. All of the 
group feel that an overall -lack of -appeal in hospital 
statf nurse situation$ is an end product ot the fact that 
these positions hav provided little feeling ot accomplish-
ment or fulfillment because there is scant prestige at-
tached to the ork. 
Particular expressions ot disa tisfaction applied to 
stat.f nurse positions in this unit by this sroup have been 




factors related to ancillar.y orkers; 
factors related to the premature nurser7; 




(4) factors related to rotation, orientation and 
student and start education; 
(5) factors related to administration and organ1za-
tion; 
(6) factor related to personnel policies and the 
conditions of employment .. 
Factors Re.lated to Ancillart Workers 
Each nurse in this group expressed d1ssat1stactj,on 
with some aspect of anc1llar.y a1s1stance. Twenty-two 
nurses said tbat they believe these workers need more in· 
struction to increase the skill or their performance and 
-IT---
to widen the scope ot their duties . Seventeen nurses said 
that many ot these workers arb1traril.J' assume author1t7 
which does not proper17 belong to theJD. 'l'he7 believe that 
this dift1cult7 might ·be lessened b7 added instruction. 
The need for improved selection ot ancillary' workers was 
mentioned by seventeen nurses. These nurses believe that 
some ot the workers are ill equipped by age, temperament., 
or aptitude to pertorm their assignments creditably. Three 
nurses said that the numbers ot ancill&r,r personnel should 
be increased to lighten the work load on evening and night 
duty. '!'hey teel that the added assistance would liberate 
the professional personnel from non-nursing tasks. 
FactPl'B Related to the Premature Nursery; 
The working area within the pediatric unit which was 
- -~ ----- --- =---~ = === 
accorded t he heaviest censure as .the premature nursecy~ 
T 1enty-seven nurses felt that they were kept there too long..11 
and t hat it \'las too confining. They believe · that the loss 
of contact with a variety of nursing problems dulls their 
professional lmowl edge. Tt'lent y- s iX nurses said that the 
inequality in the distribution of time tor starr nurses in 
t he premature nursery compared ~ith those working in the 
ards increased their dissatisf action with work i n t hi s 
unit. All or t he nurses feel that the graduate nurse 
coverage of the t wo premature nurseries is excellent; but 
because ot the more rrequent requirement to do evening duty
1 
in this area they believe that the starr nurse should be 1, 
rotated out on an equal time distribution basis such as is , 
used tor night duty. Twent7-tour nurses said that the 
equipment for the care or prematures in this unit shoUld be 
brought up to date. They believe that the present equip-
ment places too heavy and unnecessa17 a burden upon a 
nurse's skill. Finally eighteen ot the nurses recoD11Uended 
improved laundry service especially tor 1ntants 1 clothing 
to relieve this obstacle to good nursing practice. 
Factors Related to Time 
All of the nurses expressed dissatisfaction with the 
traditional policy ot having the working periods begin and 
end without overlapping. This polic7 requires the nurse 
to remain on dut7 overtime without recompense to give a 
report to her relieving nurse. Another source of universal 
-- --=-----== = -=-- -== ===-
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disfavor was the hour tor terminating the dq sb11"t which, 
in this hospital; is BiOO P.M. The nurses believed that 
this hour precluded the possib1l1t7 of going out in the 
evening and makes the day too long and fatiguing . 
The group as unan~ous in expressing the belief that 
I 
the forey hour ttork ueelt uould attract and keep more stat£. il 
Two nurses abstained trom recommending this change because , 
I 
they ant to work for the overtime pay. These two susgeste4. 
that th~ orld.ng of overtime should be elective . Si~teen 
nurses believed that chan es or time on short notice are 
too frequent and, sometimes, unnecessary •. 
Thirteen nurses believed that the students of nursing 
,, 
should be given less consideration in pl ns for tim • These 
nurses felt t~~t the added service burden placed on th 
student t'lould: 
(1) benefit her clinical experience, 
{2) increase her capacity to accept responsibility, 
(3) improve the staff' nurses• working hours. 
Nine nurses l'tere dissatisfied t'lith the rigidity of the 
I 
t. or!ung hour schedule . The;v believe that greater elasticitJ' 
of the ·rork1ng schedule ~tould make it possible t o obtain 
staff nurses trho cannot f'it their individual needs t o t he 
required hours. Four nurses said that staff nurses should 
be allo 1ed to 11ork straight day shifts \'Tithout loss of 
benefits such as sick leave and vacation which is the pre• 
sent policy here for part time nurses. (Nurses uho ork 
- == -==~ --=---'" - --~ = -
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straight hours here have a limited thirt7 hour week and are r 
paid on an hourly basis ainee · the7 are conceded the privi-
lege o;f not doing night or evening duty. ) 
Factors Related to Rotation, Orientation, Student and 
I 
Start Education 
Each of the nurses spoke ot the orientation to the 
pediatric department and the hos.pital statt education pro-
gram as adequate to meet her 1Janle4iate needs; but twent7-
seven nurses expressed a need for special continuing 
pediatric statt education within the unit. These nurses, 
also, believed that their adJustment might have been tacili• 
tated by using qualified statt nurses to orient them. They 11 
said that the present instruction by supervisors and head 
nurses is too tormal and piecemeal to serve their continu- I 
ous needs. Twenty-two nurses said that ~heir adJustment 
would have been simplified if they had been introduced to 
the work with older children first. They believed that the ll 
pressure or responsibility and the increased work load 
with infants added to the problems ot adjustment tor new 
personnel. 
Fourteen nurses felt that there was not enough. con-
sistent use ot start nurses in educating parents and 
students ot nursing. Eleven nurses were dissatistied with ' 
their orientation to ~wo ot the warda. The7 suggestec1 that 
the head nurses in these units should either concede the 
responsibility to others or do a more thorough job. Two 
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nurses, who had xaeturned to this 
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area after long inactiv• 
1 
1t7, said that there was not sufficient assistance to till 
their needs. They believed that there should be refresher , 
courses tor such cases. 
Factors Related to Administration and Organization 
Twenty•n1ne nurses were so relieved at the opportu-
nit7 to express their grievances without tear ot reprisal 
that they suggested the continuation ot some torm ot group 
sessions to be held periodicall~ tor this purpose. The,r 
are convinced that some ot their d.issat1stact1on bas aprung 
1 
from insufficient knowledge ot the "wb7 .. ot some policies. 1 
They believe that tensions have been averted and subversive 
rumors nullified b7 the discussions held 1n completion ot 
this st\ld7. 
Dissatisfaction with the ph1losoPhT ot administration 
within this unit and throughout the hespital was expressed 
on tour counts: 
(l) twency-su nurses recommended less autocraq 
which they considered to be 1nllib1t1ng to 1ndi• 
vidual growth; 
(2) twenty-tour stipulated that the authoritarian 
attitude ot administration sired tear; 
(3) twenty .... three telt that the statt nurse shoUld 
have a voice in policies which concerned them-
selves and their patients; 
===-==---=-=-- -----=-
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I 
(4) fifteen n~ses recommended more permissiveness 
and less direction to promote initiative and 
I; 
ereati vanes .. l1 
Finally, thirteen nurses suggested tha.t the children' i 
II 
menu should be more diversified. 'fhe7 considered that I 
. 
monoton,y· ·1n the children t s regular diet fails to recognize 1 
individual di.tterences and makes mealtime ditticult for the 1 
nurse as well as the patient. 
Factors Related to Personnel Policies and Cond:ttiona ot 
Employment 
In consideration ot personnel policies and conditions ;! 
or emplOJ'Dlent in this hospital the statt nurses in this 1: 
group said that in comparison with most other eituations 11 
ot this level the7 were gene.rousq treated. Twenw-seven J: 
ot the nurses, however, said that there should be clar1f'i-
cat1on ot policies rela.ted to sick leave 1 vacation~ and 
salaJ:7. 'rhey telt that present policies were of'ten con- I 
.I 
fusing, that chatlge were too trequent, and 1nterpretationsll 
ot changes l<~ere verbose and obscure 1n J;aeaning. They _com- II 
plained that the pa,roll. ottice waa uncooperative and, at 
1;1mes 1 discourteous. Tbe7 charged tha.t explanations trom 
the pqroll cJ.erks were statistical~ wordy nd inoompre• 
hens.1ble. These n~ses ~ecommended correct~on ot these 









A f r equent point brought up 1n the intervi ews was the ! 
qual i ty and quanti'tzy' ot tood. served i n the nurses • dining 
r oom. ,.  All of the nurses expressed satisfaction itb t he 
t ood served i n the daJtime •. There was mat-ked evidence ot · 11 
I 
dissatistaction, however1 ror the tood se~ed to the nurses 
on evening duty 1 and tor the absence ot a l.unch tor night 
nurses.. Twent)'•Six ·nurees aaid t .bere should be a. heavier. 
' 
. . I 
meal served the evening dUtJ nurses tor .a upper; and nineteen: 
. . ~ 
said that there should be a n1ght nurse lunch on th wal'd I 
since manr. night nurses were not hunsrl' at 10130 P.M. when 
their supper is aerved. 
Finally the method or pa71ng salaries waa mentioned 
I 
by fourteen nuree . s a waste ot nureing service hours. 1: 
They believed that they should be paid by Check and through !1 
the uil to el1m1nate the present p&Jment in cash whi.ch en• ! 
tails dela, since it is made indiv1dual17. 
The Responsj.b~l1t:S.e$ .Wh~ch. t11e Nuraea Believe 
'l'hq ShoUld Aaaume to Help Cxoea.t& a 13etter 
Wo~k1y an4 &iuca~1Qnal . ~ield ie ':his Unit .· 
The final obJective ot the tnterviewa wa to deteX'Dlin~: 
li bow these nurses t elt that they might aasist 1n improV"ing: 
(a) nursins service, 
(b) the education ot atudentJ$ of nursin; 
(c) the prestige and .sati&ta.ct1on resultins trom 
start ntU>se poa1t1ons in tbi• unit .. 
1 
•I 
The f'ollot-Ti ten suggestions are the result or their 'I 
deliberation: 
1. The ata.f.f' nurrJe should serve in the orientation 
program for nc~w personnel ( espe.ciallJ" new statt 
nurses). 
2, The· qualified starr nurse shOuld be used tor 
departmental in-start education related to cam• 
prehensive pediatric nursing • . 
3. A primaJ:T tun.ction of the statt nurse is assist• 
ing in the ed:u.ca.tion ot students ot m~rs1ns in 
the .clinical. area. (A tew of' these nurses did 
not wish to e:erve in this capaci.ty. directly 
however.) 
4. The staff nw:ose should be used tor parent educa-
tion wheneveJ:s her experience w1th the patient 
.warrants thits. 
5. The eXisting committees in the department for 
policy mald.n:~, standardization · ot wards and pro-
cedure revision should have active statf' nurse 
participation. 
6. The volunteer committee tor di versional therap7 
should be e:~:panded to include opportunity tor 
participatic•n of the stat't nurses in their 
activities tmd plan$. 
7. A committee should be formed to plan tor social 




8 . Arrangements · t)f time and vaca1iion allotment shoUl . 
be made with ·the cooperative help of the statt 
nurse. 
9. Start nurses Should be $8S1gned as assistant head 
nurses on each. head nurse unit. The nurses be• 
lieve this would be a level ot promotion to aim 
at$ and would be added preparation tor promotion 
to the next level~head nurse. 
10. Personnel sho,uld be provided an opportunit,' to 
express grie"Jances without fear ot reprisals. 
These nurses believe there should be a cont1nuanc1 





~~ n~ae d1aaa~1sf~~~~on in the- pediatric unit tall w:tthin t~ 
boundaries ot · author1t7 vested in the pediatric depaxatment I! 
I and/or the hospital admi.nistration• Some tactors involve. 
'I 
author! t7 wh1eh rests sc~lel)e in the admimstration ot the 
I 
Cit7 ot Boston. Since Dlod1t1cations ot emplOJ]Ilent p;ttactices , 
can be ma4e 'onl7 within these specified restrict1on3 ot 
authoriQ' the 'division c,t data ·relevant to statt nurse ·dis-
satistaction ·is ~e heJ~e in three ·categories which recog-
nize taeae ·l~ts: 
( 1·) factors which do not exceed departmental autho-
rit7~ 
(2) factors wb1ch. involve hospital administration~ 
( 3) factors whicltl 1nvol ve cit7 administration. 
Enumeration ot tb9 ta~tors which tall into these 
categories and discussion ot the .action alread.J taken and 
plans tor action ~o be ·taken to .resolve some ot .the problems 
is presented in succeeding paragraphs. 
Factors Which Do Not Exceed Departmental Authoritl 
l. A need tor cbange in the method ot handling com- 11 
I 
plaints. It is believed that much ·has been accOD1pl1shed to II 
. 
correct this need. Grel·UP discussions un$8l'thed man¥ Pl'Ob• 1 
lema which were the reewt ot inadequate or taUltJ" 1ntor-
mat1on and rumors, or •rbich required 1nveet1sat1on tor re• 
. I 
solution. It was tourxil that some d1tt1cult1ea were resolved 
b7 eXJ)lanat1on, and thiLt others could be adJusted atter 
" 1\ 
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determining the 3ust1ee ot the com.plaint. Por example 1 
matll' complaints were : JlladE~ about the uneat1af'actoXT responses :~ 
recei-ved trom the pqro1~L office personnel when nursea re- II 
quested information there!. This problem had been un1 vereal 1 
w11;h all hospital personnel as well aa with thia voup. 
Investigation ot the vaJ;jldit7 of the oompla1n1; revealed 
that the pqroll ottice lraa 1.n'Variabl7 correct in the compu• 1 
tation ot •alar1ea but; rE!II1isa in the at~er ot explanation 
to 1ncU.V1duals. This tac"t was brousbt ~o the attention of 
nursing administration. Since then a chance baa been et-
tected; a clerk 1s assigned to aruswer questions 1"rom the 
personnel. She perto~ tbie fUnction with oourtes,r and 
clarit7. Credit tor thin change ~ not be entirely aa-
sumed as a eon.sequen' ot thi etudy since ·this investigator 
is aware tbat the probleJil wa• oOUlmon to others and pressure 
trom them., no do'UOt, .torrlled a powerful 1ntluence heJ:te. It 
is interesting to note that when the head ot the pqroll 
department was congratul2"ted upon the illlp~ove•nt in this 
area she said 1t was 'Che.:.tirs' t:.tme that antone bad. ever 
recognized antthins good in ber departaent" Her reaction 
indicated tbat large ine1~1tution8 are inclined to be so 
decentralized that ind:Lv:Ldua.l units become 1na'Qlar, aloof 
and selfish .. 
The orge.niza.tion oJr tbis group ot statt nw:-aes bas 
established a base tor C4:.ntinll1ns release ot tenaiona to 
which thq have been su'b.3ect ·either trom ignorance ot the 





"wb7" ot establ~shed policies. or from f,ear or possibl.e 
reprisals attendant. uport contplaints. It 1:.t bel1eved that 
the resolution .. ot P;t'Oble$8 . With S!'OUP . p&rtit:1pation has 
proved its merit and Wil.l be 00l'1~1nued. Another aspect 
. ot .this p;-oblem. was that: -aome ot t.he . mu-ses .. were. una ar 
ot the line or author~~· through . 'Which Cot~Plaints -shoUld 
be .handled. . There .bad t;een 1natance,s wherein nurse 1took 
. their problema to the. tc1p without .consul.ta:tion w1th .1mrne.-
.. d1ate superior.s.. Group discussion clar1tied this dit'ti-
. cul~. To obv1$.1i.e tutUi-e miaunderstat)dins: ot i;his kind 
. it .. is 'believed that .. a pc,liq should ))e . established am 
ineluded .in. the 1nstruc1;ion sheet . is.~Jued . to . the . nurses. 
hen .tbe7 are eaplOJ'ed her~ • . 
The sroup ha . a~~eated tha~ a guidance ooun~elo~ 
or personnel a.41Umetra1~o~ · .shol4d be made ayailable to them. 
Nursing a4minietr.ation baa loug felt tbil$ need not onlJ' 
tor this group but tor 1:1.ll n.u;rl$it)$ levels.. T)le budget baa 
included an appropriat1iOn tor ~l'lia poe1t1on tor .the past 
two J'earcs bUt a. qualitij~d person hae not . 7et been foun4" 
·2. Newl.J' emplo:re~l sA:tt nurses Should be adtu;ated 
to the department on be:a.d nlU'se lUll:ta 'With older children .. 
The. validity or this au.u•ation waa ilmledia:bel.J" evidenu .• 
The work on the ward• ~i~b older children otte~a tar $Ore 
opportun1" tor le~JUre~ 4881roila~1on ot deparQDental 






department has agreed to establish this as the .polic,r in 
the adJustment perio<l or new statt nurses in the tuture 
unless ser'V'1ce .needs make it . impossible .. . This policy has 
been tested with .t o .new meiabers of the staff . and found 
~tistactotT • 
. 3. Include qua.l1t1ed s\att nurses in. the. orienta-
tion .. ot new . start . nurses" No: detin1te action ha.& been 
taken on this factor as )tet,. ·Tbe ,ox-ientation.plan tor: 
this uni.t is in the process . ot revision. It .is .expected 
that the completed .plan Will make .use ot this . recommendation . 
since the pediatric administrator and the pediatric instruc• 
tor believe that ·there is merit in the suggestion. It is 
believed that the statt nurse group $hould activel1 assist 
in determining the content ot 8!1T orientation. plan tor statt 11 
nurses since th~ are intimatelY concerned ith the proble~ . 
consequent upon . inadequate orientation.. The esecution ot 
completed plana sboulc:l include participat'ion by members ot 
the statr nurse . and head nurse groups... .It. is telt that the 
election ot the individuals to participate in the orienta• 
tion tunct1ona should be made b7 the s1;att nuree group.. It 
would seem that the on~going character ot the orientation 
process could beet be preserved ~ the group .most conce~d 
in ite needs were moe~ instrumental in its organization and 
e.xecution. 
4. Incorporate start nurses in the plan tor clinical 
education ot etudents or nursing.. Some esperimentat.ion with 
----
this reeomrnendati.on ba• been attelllpted. Statt nttrfJees 1n 
the two premature nurseries 1 who have demonstrated their 
abiliq and interest~ instruct the students in nursing pro• 
eedures such as daj,l.J' hfgiene and gavage teed1YJSS. one 
statt nurse has been used as an assistant. 1u instruct:ton 
of etudent·s in. the uses ot the n .sp1rator. This nurse • s. 
experience and 1ntere3t were ifhe ·determinants other Be-
lection tor this taslt.. It 1.s believed ·that the reaulta 
ot this eX{>eriment Juetlty· e:q,ansion ·ot the plan to in• 
elude .other start nurses in the future. Tentative plans 
sugges.i that staf't nurlles who have 4emonetrated int.erest 
and skill should also be used in the orientation ot stu-
dents of nursing at t .he bedside. 
5. lncl:ude eta.tt nurses in parent .education. The 
education ot parents in this ·unit has been individual and 
applied, tol' the most. pan,. to the child'• Ph7s1cal needs. 
Action on this recommendation ia in ite ear17· atages and 
does not warrant the measurement of resUlts at 'hi.a tiJII.e. 
one head nurse unit 1s serving aa a laboratorr ror the 
collecti.on of anecdotal records ot chll.d 'behavior, ana ot 
the 1nterpl8J" of reaet1ona between (a) child and parent 
(b) child an<l nurse (c) .parent and nuree. TM. data 
are be ins collect.ed bT tl\l'e . statf wrf!es. 
It :waa telt that the wud selected tor ~he belinn:S.ns 
ot 1;his experilnent. ahotUd 'be one which served children tram 
tour to twelve 7ears ot a;e and where some · ot the paUent;s 
_--;::--::::;:._ -_ ~ ---= = .=.._ -~ - -=---=-. =~-----=-----=~=~ 
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require long term tl:'eatment ~· . The units which s.erve children I 
• · - • ! • 1 . 1 . • ' .• 
in 1;h1s Me br~cket. . are not a$ busy aa those . which serve 
I • 1 ' , • : ' 1 ~ , ·, 1 • ' ;· ,.- ,: • · • • •, ! ' 
J'OU~e:r children~ eone~q~ntly there . is time tor the statt 
I ' l ' o ' ' o , • '' ' ~ \ ' • o • ' ' I ' I I : 
nurses to . e~cu'-" this plan. . It.. w~ . tel:t; 'tlla~ the collec;-
.. ' ', ' ' . ' I • ' ,. ' . I : ' • j ,. j .r 
tion ot .· anecdo,al reco:t'da ot this kind on patien'e who . ~e ... 
• - > ' I t , , ,. > • <' , , -: , ! . : o, l , I , I, , 1 
qUire long term . eax-e wo~4 provide an . intereatins ba~e tor 
• , , , , , ' I . ' .. · ' > ; ' ' ;, I ' ' ' • 
cOR'lparieon w1th .aneedotea oollec'td on patient• . Who need 
' . \ , 1 ' 1 ,,. , , ' _:, I I ~ I < ' ' : ' ' \ 0 : 
ot117 sho~ ierm care. C·ooperation ot a , head n~se whose 
• , ·; • :. , - r • ' : ~ ' •, • • • 
"'' 
unit met thet~e . ap~oi~$ca~ions, . w~s ~ol~qit~ an,d .. grante¢l. 
• : - . . . . : - : ! ·• ; : • J • ' ' . ! :.. -·' t - • ~ ' J . ~~ · ' . • J ; • ' : . -~ • 1: .: ' ~ ~ ·. .. : : . . . . . ; . ' ' t : 
The nur.aes who are collecting the aneodotal recorda were 
' ' ' . :. ' ;. I ! ••. , ·' , "' .• , < • • , 
. -
, $leot.ed ,on the sole consid.e:rat:lon tb$1; th~7 work on tn1s 
• • • • . ' '· . : ' ' - .' ! • : . . • . ' ' ~ .- \ : }' ; . • . . • 
head nurse unit. '.t'hey ,wEtre asked ~o p&rtom this tun~~ion 
and .agreed to do so • . lt. is con~idered that this act1v1t,-
w1l1 provide the foundation to~ a plan .tor p~ent- education 
and tor pediatric it?-•statt education to-, the coming f'ear. · 
· 6. Jata.blisbmeni . ot ,an 1n.-sttt.tt ~ueat1ona1 .program 
tor this \Ulit . There is no doUbt that tb:t.a is a real need. 
Xt ~s believed. that such a l'rost-am ~ou.ld .be planned .and 
executed lr.f ~"' group in. conJunction with the head nurse 
~oup., w;~h ad"'f~~ .. . ~P.t>l1 re~~•t ~n<i , ~~~,+~Et~~l ,.-.~~~-~~~qe . 
troxn the d.epartment . JJ,upervi,.o~t!l .,. Act1V1Q in. this az;ea. .is 
. . . . . . . ' . . . 
liJD.i ted t .o 1;he plans tot' parent edue~tion discussed in the 
'· • . , ' ; i 1 o '; I ! ' -, ' I , I • ' ' • '- •' · 
pr.eced1ng parag"'pil •n4 ~e~~ep~e. 1n the ~1 vereional thera.w 
workroom noted in t~ fe>l).ow:1~ par•allb •. 
• • ,. . ,. . • • ' ,, ! • . . • -
7 •. Xnclude atatf' rntree• in the vol~teer c~ttee 




















have b en given lilnited ex.p rience ·Tith th iver ional 
therapy g up . Th ch.ai n o the co 1 ttee s\lggest d 
that the nurse shoul d b rotated thro this rea 
sist ant in t h · orkroo • It 1 believed that this ex-
perie ce ould bUild the appr ci tion of the n.ur s tor th 
importance of thi ork increa e th ir fectiven ss 
in its praet1c s.. The nurses who have h thi exp rien 
r enthu ias ic . They 'fere lect ed to r c 1 th x-
per1en first, caus it as felt that, of the e tir 
oup, the . had t greate t ne tor cha in o.tt·it . 
to ppreci te th ess nt:Lal1t1' of t his function.. 'l'he co -
mit o not £u.nct1o in th ummer -onth but th re-
mai der o the group 1111 be ·:tv n a period of rot t ion 1 
th di v r ional thera~ l<Iorlcroo. . in the autUJnn and 11 · er . 
T te t in th rol .. kroo three ornings k 
£o t hre our an worlt in th ward 1 th the childr n 
1 h art r oons , 
8. Reevaluate a revise orientation t o indi iTidual 
h d nur e units . The eo. 1 ttee of he d nur e \' ho hav 
formul ted t he pre . 1t \' rd orientation pl a .e n in~ 
aeti v . or several yea"r '• No action has e n taken on thi 
f ctor t this t e . It bas been discu d in r lat1on t o 
its integra.tio 11t h the tot al orientation:: r evi ion now .in 
procea • R ctivation ot the had nurse c d.t h 
'!! pres nt tion !'rom he t . t . nux.- ,e gro~p vt~ll th mean 




for committee meet.tngs which elitninat••· encroachment upon 
th staff nurse, .• time.. The method ot selection of the re-
present tives to serve on the committee. would app ar to 
lection by ·this .stat'f nurse ~roup . 
9. Include starr· n'Ur es on !Standing comrnittee·s tor 
procedure, policy and st ndard1z&tion of units .. The five 
tatr nur.aes 1n this group whose experi~nce, preparation, 
interest and de onstrated . kill qualifies them have been 
asked to serve on these conunitteea.. These ar · th five 
nurses who have stated that they telt qualitied for .aa ... 
v ncement t any time. Their records with the head nurse·s 
n their functioning in this group have iven evidenc ot 
their preparation to serve. The procedure commit ee has 
tar ed work on isolation technique· ·• This committee plans. 
I' 
to co nile data from health agencies on the e:astern seaboardil 
II TWo of this group ot nurses have been ·a-ct1vel.y occupied 
with thi project 1.n conjunction w1 th inembera ot the med1.c 1 11 
staff, head nurses and taoulty membera. In consequence of 
their experien.ce in thi-s . tudy i t is planned to have these 
two nur.ses asaist in the ta alation o data from a que·st• 
;1onnaire which the committee 1e preparing at thi's time. 
:I The c . 1t.tees on policy and s.t.anda.rdization of head ,. 
'I 
nurse units within this are have not met since the eel e ... 
':I 
tion of three staf'f nlWaee to serve with them . Over the. 11 
past several months their activity ba·· bee-n focuaed upon 











chang~s in standardization ot head nurse units. It i be-
lieved that eaeb o these starr nurse$ should be includ d 
j' 
I 
i n the .functioning of eo. ittees either within the ped1atr1c :j 
unit or the school of nursing • . 
10 .. Inspeet rotation plan and revise where neede 
to fit in !vidual differences·.. Th.e criticism of long seJ"-
vice in the premature nur.eery has been c~msidered by the 
administrator of the pediatric unit . She ha13 started a 
ne rotation plan whieb would limit thiS. •ervice to a t1o 
month period for most of the nur.ses. Nurses who like this 
experience may ask for extended till1e . Those nurses who 
1 the work too unpl asa.nt will be given one mo-nt when-
I 
!1 
ever th major rotation tor night duty makes thi . nece aaey .. , 
q 
A taf'f' nurse may be relieved. of thi .· · x~erienee i.f she 1 
can suggest a st .rr nurse to serve in her plaee and if' this 11 
doe not disturb the rotation tor .n.1gbt duty. This was. th 
jor recommendation tor change in the established rotation , 
plans made by the group. 
The sugge$tion tha.t starr nuree$ $hould be permitted 
to remain where they- are happiest if poas:ible is c.onsidered 
in the .philosophy of rotation a$ much as seems feasible. 
I 
Some area 1 thin the unit 4o not meet w1 th a a much a prova1 1\ 
as others with the g1:'oup 1n g~neraJ.. TheBe st-.t'f nuraea 
believe that some of' the head. nura. units do not provic;l 
sufficient challe e to promot intereS:t or ereat1 vene ·~ 
either becau~e the units are not busy, or because ot he d 
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nurse atti tude·s . At the present time service in these 
areas 1s divided with the same equality as service on night 
duty . It has been found that the attitudes of statr nurses 
in regard to orking on wards which do not seem busy enough 
to rrant their service (to them) are .frequently the re-
sult either of inexperience in the pediatric field, or of 
ignor nee of one or the primacy objectives of pediatric 
nursing:- helping the patient to be happy, Experience, 
0 ervation and individual assistance in reeducation or 
staff nurses in these units have produced improved atti-
tudes. 
It is believed that this approach to resolution of 
thi problem ha exposed a need to include so e instruction 
in the objectives of pediatric nursing to the staff nurse 
nd head nurse groups. The ch nge in attitudes which should 
re ult would obviate the necessity to rotate staff nurses 
t rough these areas so frequently in most cases . 
11. Reeducate this group in regard to their responsi-
bilities to professional organizations 1 present trends in 
. ' . . . . ' ' 
student education~ and patient care method versus functional 
and te methods. These three areas gave evidence of faulty 
attitudes or the group in the opinipn o£ this investigator. 
Group activity on the comparative importane~ of the patient 
care method in comparison with the team and functional ' 
ethod wa inaugurated nd c rr1ed through with s ccess . 
The group w s presented with the problem and asked to Justify 
=-====-- =- =-= =·-.c=--= ======~== 
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their thiruting with facts~ after deliberation and analysis 
of the problem. The r sults or their .activity effected a 
change in attitude 1 all but four. or the nurses . It is 
r lt that the nee to change the attitude or some of theae 
nur es toward professional organizations and t rends in 
student education nuey- be met witll the same problem ·solving 
approach thi•ou.gh group activity-
12, I ncrease the staff of ancillary -worl~ers for 
evening and night duty . '!'he pediatric unit has vacancies 
in ita quot a for ancillary workers. Net'1ly emplqyed rorkers 
.are being assigned to the medical and surgical areas at 
this time because they have .t he more urgent need in those 
are Sufficient applications have not yet been received 
to staff t he medical and surgical areas~ therefor replace-
ment of personnel lost i n this department cannot yet be 
13. I ncrease the quantity and varj.ety or instruction 
of ancillary orkers. At the·- present time theae · WOI'kers 
are limited in their runctioning to simple procedures a1ch 
as baths, bed p nning, care of linen and suppliee and doing 
errands, They are instructed in the essentials or these 
capacities .after empl.orment. The tacult~ of the school of 
nursing established the limitations of their duties. Pre-
sent indications are that the facUlty- does not consider 
adding to the assignments and 1nstruetion ot this group, 





14 ~ Investigate the validity of the complaint against; I 
tr quent changes in time. Tilne records have b en ina c ed 
to determine the validity ot complaints in this categor,v. 
The evidence does not see to Justify the complaints . 
Changes hav been made only when necessary in the t ce or 
unexpected situations . 
15. FortifY democratic principle of administration 
in this department . There has been definite progress in 
the establishment of democratic organization in this unit 
and t hroughout the hospital during t he past several years . 
The proces i slow but the indications of delegation of 
authority' nd group ctivity spreading out to include all 
levels of t he nursing team in the :f'unctioning of the school I 
nd t he hospital strengthen t he belief that the t ransition 
fro . autocratic to democratic tunctioning 111 be co pleted,
11 
in th f'ull sens ~ in time. I t is felt that the inclusion 
ot stat£ nurses in thi unit in the functioning of thi 
department ill help to speed this accomplishment . 
16. Give staff nurses opportunity to serve as assis• 
tant head nurses. Two wards have been used exper1ment~lly !I 
I 
to test t his recommendation . Six nurses h ve been given 
tour mont hs experi nee each in this area . They were s lee-
ted on the b sis of 1nterestJ experience and demonstrated 
skill . Nurses Whb ·have had courses in ard management were 
g1 ven the experience first . The head nurses in t he t wo 
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units ~ere consult ed before t he plan wa put into ttect . 
They ssist e i n de ermining the re.sponsib1l1t1es to b 
place \'lith their assistants . Both head nurses felt that 
ssistanta coUld best serve in king student assign-
ant · $ follo ing through · ith the students andre olving 
student problems (eon equent upon their inexperience) as 
they arose. They were also to serve as head nurse in th 
absence of the nurse in charge (these nurses have acte 
in thi cap city for t mporar,y periods uch as vacatio 
or illness). The experiment has proved ;tts merit in meet-
ing a real need t o remove some of the burden from th head 
nurses 3 and t he functioning of these nurses has been ei'fec-
ti ve in all but one case .. Th establishment or a sp cial 
rating at this level has been discus ed ~ith the direct or 
o t h. school ot nursing . Sh f eels that the:r e hould be 
ssist nta to ev cy head nurse in the hospital, but that 
the pre ent. shortage i n staff nurse coverage would not 
v ndicate requ at to hospital administration to establish 
such po .i tions at this tim. 
F,actors Which I nvolve Hospital and Nursing Administration 
The reeonunendations listed 1n this e tego:cy" are de• 
pendent upon administration or the &chool of nursing and 
hospital admdnistration for action. Each or these :factors 
ha been mentioned as a source of dissatisfaction to starr 
nurses in varying degrees of importance during this study. 
94 
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I l ~ Demoer tic ' organization should be expanded . In 
th.e observation of th:ts inve~tigator much progress has been 1 
de i n this direction in the past. two d.ecades. The ef"f cts 
of his in estigation h v ha . no bearing on these ch nges 
on hospital ide basis . 
2. A qualified personnel administrator or Uidanc 
. counselor should be emploJ'ed . This group of staff nurse.s 
believe t h t th . ervices of such counselor should be 
ma e available to t he • Th y also believe that reco e da-
t on for pro otion can be made ·t hrough such a person since 
h or she would be l ess subjectiv.e i n decisions than imme-
diate superiors tould b • The, .feel that .rec.ords of achieve ... 
men or failure could be kept in ·i;h1s oi'fic • Appropriation 1 
h s · een de' in' th ' bud et of the school of nur 1 t o 
est ablish tbis position . A qual1f1e erson h s not b n 
It is believed that this r commendation o th n d 
for guidance counselor ho oul function (in dit ion 
to h1 or her gu1danc c pac1ty) in the aecumul tion of 
s t aff nurse record , and ct a the Judge of meri in th 
leotion ot st aff nurs s tor promotion exposes w. knes 
in th pre ent et hod of determining candidates for pro o• 
t ion , No records of graduat e nurse pertormanc are kept 
by nursing administration at this t ime . It is felt that 
· necdotal r cords of performance 1)y starr nurses should be 
made by head nurses and depart ment al supervisors . These 
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records should be pool through the of£1ce of nursing d~ 
ministration,; and judgrn.e ts of qualification for promotion 
should be baseo, u.pon them. It is believed that the pr•e$ent 1 
cla of aubjectivis made by these nurses might be el~nina­
t ed by thi means. 
3. Staff nurses should serve on t he committees ot: 
t he school of nursing.. The trend to inel ude staff nurses 
on these committees haG been ro ifing . Witho·ut a p arent ' 
influence !'rom this s tudy staff nurses have ·been :t'e uest d 
to serve on most of the ctive committees or the school. 
4. Improve the selection, instruction and n ber or 
ancillary 1orkers . A nwiiber of factors. have cted as . -e !'!O 
terrent s to better selection and increased numbers of an• 
cillacy personnel. The number or qualified applic nt has 
b en inadequate to meet hospital needs . The qual1 ty and 
uantit.y of instruct i on has seemed adequat to prepare these 
orkers for their limited duties. No action ha been t cen 
to s ek evaluation of pre ent plans for these workers . An 
inv stigation might prove to be an indirect means of in-
creasing the numbers of this group if the group no employed 
ere included in the st u.d7·" 
5 . Reevaluate the instruction sheet given to newly 
mplo;yed statf nurses, Nothing has been done about this 
need yet. The inadequacies of these instructions see . to 
be ore in the direction of hat they omit rather than what 




b·· t h staff nurse group i contemplat d . 
6 . Create a staff nurse organization . It is felt 
· th t the ction of this group of staff nurses . valJ.dates the 
sumption that · hospital t'lid staff nurse org nization 
'lOUl rv ·r 11 in resolving their own difficult! s . 
1. D fine t he functions of the staff urse i n 1-
t ing . nursing admini tration has .f-el.t this need a d ha 
pr ced definitions of the various nurs1 function dur-
ing t he past y r, It iu believed that t he present defi 1-
ion of staff nurse functions should includ her activiti-s 
1 the education or student of ursi ng . This ect of' 
her duties 1 not included in the def1nit1o now in u 
• 
T e evis d definition s ould be incorporate 1 t h printed 
instr ction form ive the nurse when sh 1 employe • It 
is t lt that the edia·t em . hasi pl .ced on her contribu-
tion in th educatio of stud nt of nursing oul (a) place 
....,...~ ......... iat responsibility on her standard of perfo nc 
(b) increase the pr sti e of th staff nurwe functions; 
( c ) focus attention upon the intrinsic interweaving of the 
functions of nursing service a nursing education. 
8 . Revise the schedule of orking hours . These t aft 
1 
nurs s believe that the f orty hour eek, unbroken orking 
hours, consideration for individual needs, overlapping 
shifts , and day • ending at 7:00 P. 1. are necessary to im• 
prove work satisfact ion . Since .the beginning of this study 
changes have been made on three of these factors. Theae 
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ch nu s have not been .a sult of this inv stig tion~ but 
they do indicate the universality of the complaints. The 
forty hour reck 1 in effect on an individual el e tive 
basis. Unbroken hours are nou a general rule ·rit __ split 
time either the result of personal r equest or real ne d . 
Indi vidual consideration is given to meet educ t1on needs, 
and art time ·mrkers l!la.Y ·rork special hours . Requests to 
serve on evening hours or night dut y are granted . Hospital 
and nursing administration believe th~t further concessions 
to staff nurses t ime schedules tlould render t ·renty 1~ot 
hour covera e impossible . 
9 . Improve laundry service especially for small pie-
ces . Laundry service has been a barrier to nursing service 
for ny years. friany attemptu have been made to correct 
this con ition. There have been temper cy evidences of' suc-
c ss _ollo ing some admin1st rat ional action on laundry ser -
vice . This need ha been universally expressed t o hospital 
a~nistration and the nursing service by every de artment 
of the hospit al •· 
10. Improve premature nurser.y facil ities and equip-
ant . · The pediatric medical st a:f.£ and the nursing a . ini-
~trator have realized this need for some time . Blue print s 
ror a new prema~"e nursery have be n completed . The p .... di a ... 
t ric nurse administrator and t his invest i atox- 't'IOrlted 1 th 
the architect i n t he completion of the plans . Suggest ions 





oriza i n to e · 1 tho nu:r•sery 1 ao lac ~ it t e 
e ~ia ic nurs· tr tio J. h s ital ion . 
Lists of neede .;;; uipme t have been co~ l~::ted ed 
b the boa~d f truste ~ . ther aotion i d e d n po 
e admini tration of t h city . 
11 . Div rsify ch:ll r en's menus. Io actio s be 
t aken t increase t e variety of t ~e 1 · served 
12. ! ncr se t he nti t · of su e_ s s .·ve t t_ 
even_n d t urses · nd provide lunches for. ·ght 
estion h G been ro ht t t h t tentio "Y>Sing 
a infstratiori • . ilo :h:sults' ar ... a parerit . t . thfs t . 
• 
1 _ • Integrate th funct i n..- f nursi "" rvic a 
-sing e ue tion. Th· nurs ~n t s s tu beli ved t hat 
the ivision in these t;o activities J~s source c 
d satisf ction . It is believed that _ntegrc;:.t ·· 01 is b i 
attempt d in ~ s sta f urses functi n1 on 
co 1t · s and assist ing 1 education of stu e t of 
he process i s not complete . Furt her develo ment n 1 s 
a_e is need d involvi all resources cone erne i th teach-
ng stud nts of nursing d providing patie t car J uch as 
the medic l s t aff' and non profess onal depart •9ntal heads . 
l . Ins ect the causes of s t aff urse rc t io and 
bsenteei mn a d institute measures t o ecrea~e th ~ e 
dences or dissatisfact· on . I ·t the pediat ric unit it is 
felt that t his study h been n effective f cto i r 
ci staff nurse job mort lity_ Conclusiv evidence cannot 
=~ -----"'- =--- ~--=----=--- ---~= 
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be pr s nted because it is b liev that the time .has not 
been long enough to vindicate the claim or success . Three 
resignations have been submitted and on transfer to another 
de rtment has been effected . The causes of resignation 
ere: t o nurses became pregnant and one nurse w s married 
and moved out of the state . The nurse ho was transferred 
i s no placed in situation ore sUited to her ability 
th n orking with children. This turnover represents a 
decrease or more than fift,r percent on the figures sho1n 
for resignations tor th period ·1949 to 195118• This~­
provement is in contrast ith overall hospital starr n rse 
resignations hich are showing an increase of t 1 nty five 
rcent for t he same period . 
F ctors Which Involve Cit y Administ rat ion tor Action 
1. The cumulative sick leave plan should inclu e som 
r cognition tor those who maintain health . Since ick leave 
·-
polio~ are established on a city ide basis thia recom-
mendation would have to b brought to the attention of these 
authorities . No action ha been taken on this point . 
2 . Clarity v cation and salacy polic1.es . Evidence 
that this eompla1.nt was common to most city workers exists 
in the tact that city ide study of municipal services 
has been performed. Reel ssification of positions has been 
18. See Hospital and Pediatric Resignations p. 24 
..l.VV 
made . Policies related to sala~~ an v cation hav been 
sim li.fied . Complete r sult s of this study re anticip ted 
in July 1952. 
3 . Check th eff'icien~y of paying alarie . • Th 
nurses in the grou believe that the loss of hours of nurs-
ing service neces.aitated by the present method of payi 
alariea 1nd1vidu lly i cash is sufficient reason fox 
change. 
Intangible Results of tne Stugy 
The data which have been discussed and interpreted. 
above ( s results ot the questionnacy1 individual inter-
views, and group discussions) were easily subjected to 
me surement and ev luation since they were tangible 1 defi-
nite and specific . Ho ever it was felt at the be 1nn1 
of this study that o e of the important effects this in-
vestigation would produce could not be neasured with the 
s e degree o.f accuracy as co~d other effects. These in-
t ~~ible results~ non theless, merit discussion; and are 
con idered as vital as those results which ppeared con-
clusively in the evidence . 
The belief that such a staff nurse centered study is 
an important tool t o improved morale among all the per-
onnel in the pediatric department has grown progressively 
stronger as the study proceeded . These staff nurses have 
been effective instruments in widening the cooperative te 
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spirit of thi study to i alud all t he personnel in the 
pediatric unit . It is felt t hat t he technique of appro ch 
t hrough group activity ha succeeded in helping these nur-
se to help themselveo; and has ere te ma~ked ch ng in 
interperson 1 r~lationship - t hroughout the administr ti n 
of this un1 t . The study has been instrumental i n h -1 1 
t h nurses t become aware or the obJectives of hosp1t 1 
n1strat ion and organizat ion . The e nurses ha e beco e 
increasinglY cognizant or the interest ot hospital admini-
stration in the e·lfare of t h personnel . Finally# pre-
Judice and unreasoned assumptions, founded on inad quate 
or faulty evidence (which had been th cause or apprehension , 
an distrust bet een t h start nurse and administ rat ion) 
have be n suppl anted b7 a will ingness to invest igat e for 
causes ot unrest and to work toward a common goal tor the 
universal good of all . 




GENERAL SUMMA.RY1 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary: 
This investigation has been undertaken with the purpose 
of determining how a study ot the factors which contribute 
to the satisfaction or dissatisfaction of thirty graduate 
staff nurses in the pediatric uni.t of' the Boston Cit;y Hospi-
tal may be used to promote more satisfactory working condi-
tions in that service. SiX questions were enunciated as 
necessary sub-problems to accomplish this purpose. 
1. What evidence of' dissatisfaction is shown by staff' 
nurses absenteeism and start nurse Job mortality in this 
situation? 
Hospital and pediatric records from January1 1949 
to January, 1951, were inspected to establish the incidence 
of' absenteeism and staf't nurse job mortality. It was round 
that the average days lost per year through absenteeism 
throughout the hospital was twelve days for each starr 
nurse; in the pediatric area the average days lost was 
seven per year f'or each statt nurse. The annual turnover 
of staff' nurse positions throughout the hospital was found 
to be sixty-two and one-halt per cent ot the total number of 
staff nurses employed for the two-year period covered by 
this study. The annual turnover or pediatric staff nurse 
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positions was twenty-seven per cent of the total number em-
ployed tor the same period. It has been shown that tor the 
year during which this investigation has been ·in process 
pediatric staff nurse resignations have been decreased more 
than fitty per cent. whereas resignations throughout the 
hospital have increase twenty-five per cent of the total ot 
staff nurses employed in the past year. The stated reasons 
for resignations among pediatric staff nurses during thi~ 
year have been tor marriage or pregnana,r with the exception 
o one nurse who was transferred to another department . 
The stated reasons tor resignations throughout the hospital 
covers the same range as was expressed by the statt nurses 
who resigned in the period 1949 to 1951. 
2. What are the factors wh1ch1 in the opin1on ·or these 
selected graduate nurses. lead to Job satisfaction and 
should be continued? 
In order to determine the factors which these 
graduate starr nurses believe to be sources of Job satis-
faction: 
(a) . each nurse completed a questionnaire; 
(b) individual interviews were held with each of 
the staff nurses; 
(c) all of the nurses were included in group dis-
cussions to evaluate the results of the ques-
tionar,v and the indi~idual interviews. 
The results ot these procedures have been summarized~ dis-
cussed and interpreted. It was found that the staff nqrses 
'I 105 I 
in this situation are realistic in their consideration or ' 
the factors in a statt ntirse position which promote satistac...l 
tion. They were aware ot. and accepted the ditticUlties tacedl 
by hospital administratc~s in est,abl1$h1ng conditions or 
employment · hich are conducive to the sat1sf"ac~ion ot ~he 
personnel. They placed unparalleled significance on factors 
which relate to maximal quality ot professional nursing ser-
vice as essential to statt nurse satisfaction in a position. 
They recognized changes in admini tration already made ·in the II 
transition to democratic functioning, and felt that stat:r ·j 
nurse satisfaction would 1ncreaae proportionately as the old 11 
authoritarian principle is uprooted. The wide variance of ! 
response these start nurses placed on most items confirmed 
the fundamental e.ssentiality of consideration tor individual 11 
differences a a source or s.atistaction in a staf'f nurse 
position. Factors which related to individual growth and 
d7namic action wh1ch would include the starr nurse in all 
ot the tunct1ons of an integrated team (whose u1 timate goal 
is patient care and the education or students of nursing) 
I 
I were more essential to these stat!" nurses than factors re-
I 
lated to personnel pol1c1e and the conditiona of emplopent. \ 
These staff nur.sea conceded the .importance of sa13.17 1n the 1 
economic structure or the world toda,, but relegated economic i 
I, 
consideration" into a seconda.I7 position as a source ot staff ,j 
~ \ 
nurse satisfaction. It was found that staff nursing is most \! 
I satisf7ing hen performed in an atmosphere ot harmo~ and 
'I 
coop~rative · team work among all levels or hospital personnel~ 
I 
3. What are the tactors which# in the opinion ot I 
these selected graduate nurses, lead to Job dissatisract.1on?i
1 
The questionnaire, personal interviews and follow-
up discussions have exposed areas ot weakness in starr 
nurse positions in the pediatric unit which lead to starr 
nurse dissatisfaction. It was round. that the functioning 
ot these nurses in this unit is restricted to the limit 
ot bedside care. They feel that they should be included in 
the functioning or ward administration, clinical education 
ot students ot nursing and active committees within the 
pediatric unit and the school of nursing. There was marked 
evidence of the need to re-evaluate and revise the method 11 
of handling complaints. Pactor.e related to the working 
schedules, rotation, orientation, in-start education, the 
premature nursery, and ancillary personnel were specific 
areas of weakness qual1tied b.1 these nurses as sources of 
job dissatisfaction. The absence ot an overall plan for 1j 
parent education, be7ond the limited phtsical sense, was I 
exposed as a deterrent to quality comprehensive pediatric 
nursing.. It was found that the ertect1 ve action of this 
starr nurse group, in itself, implied the need tor con~ 
tinued organization or the starr nurses in this area it a 




believed that action on these areas of weakness would speed I 
the accomplishment or democratic functioning ithin th 
p·diatric unit. 
4. or the factors which lead to Job dissatisfaction 
hich factors are remedial .and,. theretol'e 1 subJ.ect to 
change? 
Atter the determination of factors wh1oh1 in the 
opinion or these selected graduate nurses , lead to starr 
nurse Job dissatisfaction in this unit, it as necessary to 
' determine which ones among these factors were remedial and ' 
could be changed. To accomplish this the factors, qualitie 
as sources ot dissatiataction, were divided in three cate ... 
gories related to the authoritT required in orderto change 
them. !t was tound . that mant ot these factors, which con- 1 
tribute to starr nurse dissatisfaction, tall within the 
limits or the authority contained in the pediatric unit, 
and, as such, coUld be acted upon 1mmedia.tel7.. Other fac-
tors were found to require consideration of hospital ad-
ministration and/or the school ot nursing and nursing servio 
administration, since these tactors exceed the a\lthori ty 1! 
I present within the pediatric unit . The third c tegor.,~ j 
into which the factors expressed ae sources ot staff nurse 
dissatisfaction fall.; reqUire a\lthori.ty vested onl7 in the 
administration ot the City or Boston tor change . 
5 . at. immediate action and plans tor future action, : 
based on the t1nd.1ngs, ~ be established which should lead j 
! 
J.U'( 
to greater job satisfaction and 1 therefore, to increased 
stability of the graduate statf' in this given situation? 
ithi~ the defined l1nl1ts of authority in the 
pediatric ~t and administration ot the school of' nursing 
and nursing service sQme limited immediate action has been 
taken on factors which these start nurses ·expressed as 
sources of d1ssa~1stact1on in this unit or the Boston City 
Hospital.. It was found tbat the organization or this group 
ot staff' nurses served not only to uncover ~eaknesses in 
organization, . administration and policies. governing statt 
nurse employment 1 but this group act1 vi ty has also served 
as an agenc,- tor the adjustment ot dissatisfaction caused 
by ignorance of' the foundations ot existing policies. Thoeell 
difficUlties Wh1ch cannot be adjll!lted b:1 explanation are II 
no approached by the pediatric nursing administration as 1 I 
symptoms which m~rit thorough investigation in a determina-
tion of the cause. 'l'he results al'e brought back to the 
group or the individual as the particular case requires. 
Amicable adjustment of several problems has been etfeeted 
by this method or approaCh. Pediatric starr nurses are now J 
I 
included in every active coliiiD.ittee within the pediatric I 
un1t1 and in conm1ttees which serve to establish hospital 
nursing service procedure. Some initial ettort has been 
made to use this group in parent education and the educatio~ 
ot students of' nursing, and to g1 ve these nurses some ex-
perience 1n diversional therapy planning.. lfbe rotation 
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plan tor staff nurses has been changed to allow more equable 1 
assignment to the premature nursery~ Plans have been / 
started to include these staff nurses in a revised and en-
larged orientation program tor staff nurses and tor students ' 
of nursing . Several of these starr nurses have been given 
experience as assistant head nurses, and it is planned to 
continue this experiment. 
6. Will such a starr nurse centered study result in 
changes of attitude and motivate group solution of problems? '1 
The cooperation or this group of thirty graduate 
staff nurses has been apparent from the beginning of this 
investigation. It was found that the organization of the 
group, in itself, has served - sa motivating force which 
has stimulated group effort to resolve problems. Areas ot 
t'Iealmess were uncovered which exposed faulty attitudes with· '/ 
in the group itself. It was found that a desired change in .J 
attitude was effected by group activity in relation to their.j 
expressed opinion that the tunctional and team methods of 
patient care are prefe.rable to the patient eare method. It 
is believed that the same problem solving approach through 
group activity will modify their opinions ot professional ! 
I 
organizations, and or trends in the education of students o~ 
nursing.. vlhile no norm tor comparison exists in relation 
to group activity here 1n the past# it is true that these 
thirty starr nurses have assumed responsibility for every 





t he study's completion. 
Conclusions: 
It would seem evident from the findings of this stucly 
that the solution of a problem involving a group of start 
1 nurses should include this group in the problem solving pro- , 
cess since they are most intiulately concerned with the pro- I 
blem and are most aware ot its implication&. It is held, I 
therefore, that a problem such as this one, which involved 
thirty graduate starr nurses, cannot be solved alone if 
positive results are to be expected. It was found that 
staff nurses will work together to solve problems, and that 
their activity is productive of desirable changes. It waa 
established that these staff nurses are not onl7 interested 
in their own limited problems b\lt that they are vitally con-
I eerned with any function essential to improving patient care •
11 
The most fundamental concern of these staff nurses is the I 
quality of patient care. 'l'he7 recognize their respo.nsibilitJ 
I 
in educating students of nursing and want to help with this 11 
function. 
The determination ot start nurse feelings, as the7 re- I 
lated to this situation, have produced valuable data for the 
correction of eXisting problems. Areas or strength and weak , 
ness within administration and within the nurses themselves I 
. I 
have been found. Action alread7 taken on uncovered areas of 
weakness has improved group morale and provided added motivaJ. 
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group o~ thirty graduate start nurses were not expectant of 1 
attaining the impossible. The evidence stronglJ supports I 
the assertion that the nurses accept imperfection and e pect 11 
only treatment that is consistent ith the principle of' re- I 
cognit·ion for individual effort and the practice of. good 
faith by administration. 
Such a study as this produces changes on all who are 
d:trectly concerned in the action or the investigation. 
Changes are also evident in others whose c'ontact .1.th the 
investigation has been passive rather than active . These 
results are intangible in the terms or specific measurement; 
but they are considered among the most important results ot 
this investigation. It was found that improvement in atti• 
tudes of administrative personnel was a concom1.tant of in-
creased understanding or starr nurse problems . Changes in 
the philosophy of the personnel in this unit throug..llout the -~ 
line of authority are apparent in improved morale. There ' \1 I 
has been definite improvement in interpersonal relationships 11 
in this area marked by progreas in democrat1.c functioning. I 
It is believed that these effects of the study will exert a 
1 
powerful influence .for continuing success of activity result 
ing .from this investigation. 
Recommendations: 
l. It is believed1 that since the findings of this 
study demonstrated the efficacy ot group activity for the 
resolution or staff nurse problems, that the organization 
of this group should continue t o function in this unit to 
oomplete the activity already started to resolve problema; 
a.nd that staff nurses thl"oughout the hospital should be 
organized t o utilize their combined capacities in the 
adjustment of problems conunon to staff nurses in this 
hospital . 
2 . A pediatric in- staff educational program ehou1d 
be established in this unit . It is f'elt that the activity 
of these staff nurses in plans for parent education may 
constitute a sound base for initiating the in-staff ed• 
ucation program. The sequence of other topics for 1n- statr 'I 
education shoul d be determined by the staff nurse group on 
the basis of their ovm interest and need . Other areas 
:vhich gave evidence of need for .their consideration in the 
.findine; s. _of this study were : 
(a) . i ndividual responsibility to pr?fesaional 
organizations, 
(b) the objectives of quality comprehensive 
pediatric nursing, and 
(c) changes in t he pattern ot the education of' 
students of nursing . 
3. The definition of the staff nurse position in 
this institution should be revised to incl ude the staff 
nurse r esponsibilities in the education of students of 
nursing . It is bel ieved that t he inclusion of the educa4tion -





a deeper sense of responsibility 
tion as an educator or students 
. I in the statf nurse's tunc- ' 
immediate stress upo - "·prestige .. ' 
ot nursing and place il 
ot the statr nurse positiodj. 
4. The administrative nurse personnel should invest!• I! 
gate the need of recol"de of .start nUX'se performance to · ~~ 
obviate the claim of subJectivism in relation to decision · 
1
.r 
for staff nurse promotion based on merit. Starr nurses I 
should participate in the development of' plans for improve ... !: 
ment 1n evaluation records for statt ·nurses. 
5. The instruction sheet issued to- newly employed 
staff nurses should be re-evaluated and revised with the 
assistance of the starr nurse group. 
6. The method of paying salaries should be recon-
sidered in the light or ita determination as a source of 
loss of nursing hours .. 
Furthe~ Studz Need~d: 
1. This studr was confined to investigating the 




solll"ces ot starr nUX'se satisfaction or d1ssat1staet1on in . 11 
one unit of the Boston City Hospital in order to improve 1! 
working conditions in that one um.t. Similar investigation~ 
shoUld be undertaken in othe~ clinical areas or this hospi- li 
tal and in other hospitals which would: 
(a) reduce staff nurse job mortal1t7 1n those 
areas, 
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(b) provide a ~rider range of comparison or sources 
of dissatisfaction to staff nuroes in this 
institution with other hospitals. 
2. This _.studj sll,ould be circ't,llarized .to hospital and 
~sing administration in this 1nst1tut~on to increase the 
' · ' I ' ' ' 
a'llareness or the urgency or ~his probl~m1 and to act as a 
directive in creating a change or _admin1strational approach 
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App nd1.x. A 
T bl of Oontent 
h q estionnoi:r... a s. It W e Su.bmit..t d t o th- 30 
.. r _ u te t a.t'f Nurae 1n th P d1 toric ·ani t ot 
P ge 
the Bo t on Oi ty llos 1 t · • • " 10 •• • ••••••••••••• .•• • • 118 
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St a.f":f uroes 
Ped1 trio nit of t he Boston Ci t y Hospitnl. 
lease complete th follo 11 
N oa 
e s 
arital. t tus~ 
Children& 
:formt 
Ace s1b111ty of ho to hosp1t 1~ 
t her home r ospons1b111tyJ 
Gr du te of h t school of nur sing1 
agister d in h t at t e a 
per1enc since ; r adu t i ona 
Post graduate ork or courses 
, y 1d ou choose ped1 tries to · ork i n ? 
year a 
ye rs 
f t _ re is any £ ctor 1n your llf' hich . ght interfere 1th your 
dut ios, pl o s specify 1f po ibl e . 
118 
Std"t urses 
edi trio Unit or the Boston City Hospital 
Purpose 
Your cooperation is desired in completing a study h1ch ill 
attempt to determine the sources or satisfaction to st ff nurses in the· 
unit . 'J:he purpose of the first part of the study seeks to est blish 
h t gr duate nurses ould consider ideal• 1n a situation for statr 
nurs~ • 
Belo are listed items 1h1ch might concern you if you were con-
sidering a position s sta.t'f nurse. It is i mportant that you con• 
sider each item in rel t1on to its importance to ou; that 1st ould 
ou find t he specirio item nbsolutely essential to your taking job, 
'Ould it be a reason ror not consid ring the job at all , would ou 1n4 
it 1: .ater1al t o your ideal, ould 1t be desirable but not bsolut ly 
necessary, is it a condition rar ly found (if at ll) hich ahoul.d be 
a. goal of hospital dministration. he columns at the ri ht or e eh 
it m i n ic t t hese five (5) ca.to ories . ndly check t he on hich 
its your o inion b st. 
1 . Indio t os noce sary to con ider t1on ot the position 
2 . die t e s completoly undesir bl 
a. Indicates iil2IIlatorial 
4 . Indio t s de 1rnble but not r quislte 
5 . Ind1c te condition not u l y :found tow rd hich e might 1m 
Group I . 
lGSe i tems e concerned ith th type of hospital , its location. 
---,- -
quip ent, t £f az:td ~!~~ C:~- ~r~1!!:S.._!-~~--<?~~~~~ _r b st . 1 - :z . 3 tf_ !_s 
1 . Public ( tax supported) 
--··--------·-··--¥-- ·~ --~ -· ---- -· ... - ----
r1v t ( ~pported by voluntary funds) 
- I 
3. General i 
a . Commun1c ble. 
b . Pediatric 
c . Ob stetr1c 
d . ~sy~~_!. __ t!.~_c --·-- _ 
• Othor (ple se specify) 
·----- -· - --·------ . ·-··· . -




9 . ~·u urb 
1 . 9.l 
13. pprov d b r co niz d prof s~ion grou 
bu1ld1 to· r d or h rchi v d domocr tic 
z i • 
- ---
• cnl stu f)nt ... 
b . h 
e. 1 c nt r o£ ro . ro 
dvanced ue tion 
ill t1 for course 
r . allo ti e for pertin nt courses 
g . provide in- staff due tion 
h . h a cont1nu1 ori ntatio~ progr 
1 . pro ot d stimulat s nur in rese eh 
1 6 . • eour e mbership in prot ssion or sniz tiona . 
~ 7. Allo a tim for prof s 1onal m tin:gs. 
18. h t culty is a equat in quality and quantity . 
19. Is equipped 11th plentitul odern devices. 
20. Has suff icient adapt bl equip ent. 
21. Has medical and nursing library available. well 
toekcd n d 1th qual1f1 d librarian. 
22. he pri ary obj et1ve of the hosp1t 1 1 1 
a . p t1ent care 
b . educ tion 
c . res arch 
d . diagnosis __________ _ 
Group II 
ese items are concerned !th the conditions ot 
- ----- -- ···- -==:=.......=.::..-==---- ===~~ ..... ~-
1 . Opportunity tor ~~~~~~ __ ent based on merit . 
2. T~e-~or~ _pro~~t!S prof'ees~o_!l~_growt!h . _________ _ 
Sal.ary is commensur te with t he be t offer~ 
l evel. 
4 . ~1gb: ~ p y seale for ev ni ~ and night duty. 
5 . There is p~ann~d_ scal o~ pay incre se . 
t th1a 
1 1 r 
7. , _ r over ina . 
8 • lib al rov1 on for i c le v • 
• -·- _ ---~--- 1 -~1V~ - ~1-~!_i: l:G . VG p~ _ .. !.. . __ _ 
~-1'r_oy ~es ~o pi~ liz tion __ thout char • 
1 • pon or u he th pl 
hi l d . 
- -- -- -------- -·-·- -- - -· -· 
uch s Blue Cro 
t . 
or l ue 
12 . 11 o s rv1c ell pl ano d in vane (d ys. 
veni s . ni ~ t duty ) .. 
- --------- . ------- ., ----- ···-- .. - --- -- ----
l3a. Provides for fUl m 1nten ee {meals, l aundr and 
th st privil OS ) . 
c . H p l for partial aintennnee ( m a l only ). 
1 
·• s provision f or four (4 ) e ks vaeat1on. 
llo s f'or oumul at1v v ao tion . 
e . V o tion is re ard for s rv1oe . 
• V oat1on i s oons1d r ed preparation for anothor 
_ _ _ y~_r _! a __ ~rk. ---···--· .. ~- __ 




~beral po1107 to ard leaves of abeenoo for adequate 
re son (opportun1t,- for t:r vel, educ tion, t t1 ue, 
etc.). · 
Has retirement plan h1ch m kea adequate prov1• 
ion f or old e or health retirement. 
Forty hour week is i n effect. 
These item ar concerned ith iscell 
selection of' ooorkers , plo.n o 
tc •• 
nus subjects such 
interdepartmental 
l. h position h s definite d specified functions . 
---·--·---- ·------.. ···~- -- ~ ~-- ---.....--- --·-- --·· 
2 . an promotes 1nd1v1-l e work i otive, oh lle -i 
du 1 gro t h . 




~. he position is quiet, serene and orderly. 
6. c l~ary ork rs are provided for some t aks (non-
professional. ) • 
• Individual differeno s ar considered. 
--- -- ------- -- --- ... ____ _. ____ ·--
7 . Helpful; qualifie supervi ion is v ·11 ble. 
8. Staff nu.rae · s'sist in student ducation. 
9. Patient care method is mploy d e 
10. The nurses' night and evening uty is t&irly 
allott d . 
11. Opportunities for soc1 1 ro th ar pl anned for . 
1 0 ..... dmin1 tr tion is conducive to h pp1ness and s tis• 
faction. 
be student nurse is iven precedence in plan for 
tim • 
l. • ~'bo quality o nurs1 care conoid rs all the pects 
of t he hwnon personality (r®ntal. emotional and 
oe al s ell s physical ). 
l o . ot t the nurse 
1 · . Allo· s the nura to ork her sh pr f rs if 







1. Do you prefer staff nur 
1: oul you pr fer not to 
to other types of nursi ? Th t is 
d in po ~tion? · yf 
j 
·i 
2. o re eonsiderin ••1de 1" itu t1on. h t t ctor rould be 
ore i.1portant t o ou thnn sal ry, if any? 
3 . Do the hour of t h b inni of shifts h v any sign1f1e nc . for 
you hich t~ ould you pref r? 
4 . ih t e he f ctora hich oul give you the oat 
1 p o it1on? 
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Instruction Sheet Issued to taft urses on loyment 
LOYED AT THE BOSTO CITY HOSPITAL AR I ' RUC 'D 
S IGN NT AND 
HOU 0 DUTY- Statt nurses are employed to care tor p$t1ents 
therefore. they must expect to be sent where needed. 
b~l~time atatf nurses work a torty-eight hour week. ·~le on day 
duty this m-.y be any eight hours be.tween 7aoo A.M. and 8a(!)O P. M.J t he 
evening shift is from 2t60 P •. • to -- ll.&OOP.M:e (one half' hour out for 
supper)J and the night shitt is trom llcOO P.M. to 7aOO A, M. 
Nurses may be h.ired to do either the evening shif~ or t be night ah1tt 
permanently, 0 STAFF NURSES ARE EVER HI RED FOR DAY DUTY , ONLY • Each 
staff nurse. · t take her turn on evening or night duty 1t and hen 
the need arises. 
Staff nurses may b employed tor part-time duty. These nurses ork 
t hirty hour eek (either five hours for six days or si~ hours for 
f'i ve days ). These hours are arranged to meet the convenience of the 
nurs s . ell as the needs of t he ard • 
.SALS - Staff nurse will be provided meala in the ursea• Cafeteria. 
Breakfast - :30 • • to lato A. • 
Dinner ---- lla30 A. • to l•OO P.K. 
upper ---- 4a30 P.M. to 6sOO P.M. 
.. All employ es shall be granted in every year efcept the year 
in · hioh their &!QPlOyment begins, a vacation b sod on their 
service of the previous cal ender yeu. 
S K LE - ployeos of the Cit y in appointive position shall ter 
DE UCJ: ! O 
compl eting six months of continuous service , be allo ed sick 
l o ve ith puy for periods not to exceed fifteen day annually 
f or each ye r of ervice thereafter. 
• All s !aries are subJect to an Income Tax deduction. 
All p r m n nt employees automat i c lly belong to the pens on syst and 
i l l h ve an addit i onal five p rc nt deducted from their salar1 s to 
p y for t ese benefits . 
·.G ATIONS • Staf'f nurses re sub ject to the regulations of the 
ho p1 tal nnd are under the man ement of the Director of the 
~chool of ~ur i ng and Qer Assistants . 
H ' TH S , I -E - l ne employees are expected to r port t o the He th 
Of£1ce ( i thin t o days of t h dato of employment to h ve 
Health ecord Card mado out an chest X• r y tak n). Repo t 
X-rays to bo t en every 1x onths . 
SALARY ... Ful~ time statt nurses start at 52.95 per week based on 
forty hoUl" week. Other eight hours are considered as over•·time.-
b:ut are paid at base rate . At the end of eaoh six months a 
;w5o.oo increase is granted until a maximum of $60 .. 62 pel" •eek ls 
reached. Meals are provided; housing and laundry are not included. 
The salary for part-time dut:~r is. $1.4'7 per houl'. One meal per dq 
is provided; housing and laundl'iy are not included. 
TERMINATION OF SERVICE • ~ta:ft nurse& .desiring to leave t he employment 
oE the hospital will- please give ""at least one ••~k•a notice: in 
wr1 ting. 'The saae .Policy will be followed if the ho sp1 tal no 
longer r equires the ·serviee of the Nurse. 
N·AME .......... , ....... ··· · ··~ ...... ., ...... . 
HOME ADDRESS • , • •••••• " ••• , ••• • •• • • ·• ., • 
·····························~········ 
TEL • NO • II ~ • . , " •• ' • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • II 
LOCAL ADDRESS • • .•••• • .... •· • • · ......... • • • • 
················~·-··············~···· 
TEL. NO .• • :• • .• "'•" •• • •• • • ..... '* • •• , •• • • •• 
I 
-- __ d_ 
--- ---., - - ---- -- ~-==~==-----
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Su.'tUllary of the· Q,uestionnaire . 









































































93 . 3 





















56 .• 6 










.Primary objective of the hospi t a l is patient core . 
Approved by recognized professional groups .. 
Position has definite and specified fttnetions . 
Provides for positive heal th . 
Allows the nurse to v;or k where she p1~efers 1f' 
possible . 
Adnlinistration is conducive to happines s and 
satisfaction . 
Makes a liberal provision for siek leave . 
Faculty is adequate in quality and quantity . 
Time of servia~ well pl anned :i.n advance (day s# 
evening and nights ) • 
Individual differences are considered. 
Has sufti c.ien t ada:ptabl.e · equ1pnen t • 
The mrk promot.es pro:fessional growth. 
The nursest night .and evening duty is fairly 
allotted. · · 
Is building t.owar d or has achieved democratic 
·: organizati on . .. 
: Liberal holiday allowance . 
- Fort'y hour w~;fik is 1n. effect . 
.. Coworkers are su.f!'io 'tent in quality and quantity . 
llelpful:o qualified supervision 1 s available. 
Sa-lary is commensurate vith the -best o:t'.fered at 
this level. 
Liberal policy towar ds leaves of absence £or 
adequate reason. 
Ancillary workers are provided for some tasks 
(non- prot'essional} . 
The quality of nursing care considers all the 
aspects of the human personality. 
Ped1atr1c hospital,. 
Near home . 
There is a planned scale of pay increa se . 
Has a retirement plan which makes adequ te provi-
sion tor old age or hEtf;l.lth retirement • 
The work is aeti'V'e, o.halleng1ng and promotes 
1ndiV1dual growth . 
Has a cont1n.u1ng oJ;01entat1on program •. 
Opportun1 ty for adva.ncemt;tnt based on merit • 
Has a plan tor partial. maintentmC$ (mea.ls only) . 
Promotes and stimulates nursing reseEWeh., 
Has a medical and nursing library ava11abl e , well 
stocked and with a qualified librarian. 
Higher pay scale £or evening and night duty. 
Con tint ed Su w.:n12.ry of t he (;1uestionnaire . 



















































































% of I . 
Group 
50 ... 
46 , 6 
43 •. 3 














33 .. ~ 
26.6 




















Has a cumulative siclr leave plan. 
Makes provisi on for four :eelts vacation. 
Has a school of nursing . 
·Off'ers encouragement :for advanced educa tion. 
Provides in-s-taff education. 
Pro.vide.s .hospitalization without charge , 
.Pay tor overtime. 
Allows time for pertinent courses. 
Larg~ hospital 500 beds or morG. 
Will arrange time for courses. 
Is equipped, with plentiful modern devices . 
Vacation 1s a reward .for service .• 
Encou.rages membership in profess1onal .organ1zation . 
/Ulow.s time for professional meetings . 
Primary object·ive of the hospital is education .. 
Increases in salary are arranged tor merit . 
Patient e.atte method 1s employed. 
Opportunities for social gro t h are pl anned for .. 
A eenter for educating medical students. 
Sponsors a hee.l.th progrrun .such as Blue Cross or 
Blue Shield. 
Staff nurses assist in student education. 
I.s a center ot research. 
Allows ror cwnuJ.ative v acation. 
The student nurse is given precedence 1n plans 
for time . · 
General t ype hospital . 
Urban .. hospi t 'a:l• · · 
Psychia·tric hospi te.l. 
1edium size hospital 200 or more beds . 
Primary objective of the hospit-al 1s research. 
Position is qui.ett -serene and orderly . 
Public tax supported hospital.. 
Obstst:r:tc hosjl1tal... · 
Provides f ·or .full ma.intene.noe. 
Vaeation is eons1dered preparati.on foP &nQther 
year•s work. 
Rotates the nurse · 1th1n the department. 
SUburban hospital. 
Away trom home. 
Rural hospital. 
Has a plan f'or partial maintenance .(meals and 











































Summar y of the estionnn1re. 






















































46 . 6 
46~6 
46.6 











3 6 .6 
3 . 6 













26 . 6 
26 . 6 
26 . 6 
26 . 6 
26 . 6 
Allows time .for professional meetings . 
Is a center ot research., 
Will arrange time for courses . 
:Eneour.agea membe.rsh1p in prof essional organ1• 
zat1on:ih 
S.taf.f nurses assist 1n student edueat1(}n. 
Allows time for pertinent courses. 
Provides in ... atatr education. 
Is. equipped with plent1tul. modern devices. 
Pay t-or overtime-. 
.Providos hospitalization without aha.rge .• 
l'at1.ent care me~ll.od is employed. 
·Higher pay seale for evenir1<:1 and night duty .. 
There is a Pl~ed scale of p ay increase. , 
Offers encour agement for advanced Gduca t1on. 
Has a: continuing· ori-entation program. , 
Promotes and stimulates nursing research . 
Has a medi cal and nursing library well ,stocked 
and with a qualified librarian. 
:Primary Objective of t he hospital i s <::>duoation. 
Primary objective of the h ospital i s r e search. 
.trimary objective ot t he hospit 1 is d1agn6s1s . 
Pedi a tric hospital . · 
Center :for educating medical students. 
Has a school of nursing . 
Makes a provision tor four weeks vacation, 
Opportunity for advancement b ased on mer1t . 
The work is active, challen )1ng and promote s 
individual growth, 
'J.lhe student nurse is given precedence in pl ans 
for tiltle. 
Ne ar homa. 
Salary is commensurat e ~ ith t he be at o.ff'ered • t 
t his l evel . 
Has a cumul$t1ve sick l e ave plan. 
Sponsors a health plan such as B~ue Cross or 
Blue Shield. 
Li beral holiday allowance . 
The position is quiet, serene and orderly . 
Opportunities f or s ocial gro th are pl anned f or . 
The quali ty- of nursi ng car e considers _ll aspect s 
of the hu.raan per sonali-ty . 
Suburban hosoital . 
The work promotes p:r•ofe s sional n;r o th . 
Increases in sal ary ax·e arr anged for 11 eri t . 
Has a retirement pl an• 
Co orlce rs are sufficient in qual ity nd qu" nt1 ty . 
Ancil lary workers ar e r~ ovided for some tu3k s 




































ContinuE>d SWiJIIai•y of the nuest:l.onn ire . 
















































16 . 6 
16 , 6 
1 6 . 6 
1 6 . 6 
16.6 
16 . 6 
1 6 . 6 
16 ,6 













6 . 6 
6. & 
6 .• 6 
6.6 
6.6 
The nurses' night and evening duty is fairly 
allotted , 
Has sufficient adaptabl e equipment . 
.Public hospital t ax supported. 
Liberal policy towards l eaves ol' absence .for ada ... 
quate reason . 
Allows for cumulative vacation. 
Hel pful _ qualified supervision 1s avail abl e . 
Admini stration 1s conducive to happi ne ss and 
sa tisfaction .• 
Gener,;l hospital , 
Large hospital 500 beds or more, 
Medium hospital 2uO beds or more. 
Urban hospit al., 
Is buil.ding tovua:r d or has achieved democratic 
organization .. 
The l'e.culty is adequat e in quality and quantity. 
Provides fol1 positive hea'lth"-
Indi vidunl differences are consider ed . 
Al lows the nurse t o wox·k where she prefers it 
possibl e , 
Communicable hospital. 
Obstetric hospital. 
Rural hospital . 
Time of service .ell planned in advance . 
.Has a p lan for partial maintenance ( meal s and 
l aundry and financial r eimbursement f or room). 
Vacation i.s a reward for service ., 
Vacation is eonsidered preparati on tor another 
year's work . 
Position has definite and speeified functions. 
Rotates t he nur se w1thin the department. 
.Psych1e.tr1c hospital .• 
Ma.kes a liberal provision tor siek leave . 
Has a plan ·tor partial maintenance (meals only) . 
Is &.quipped with plentiful modern dev1oes. 
Has a medieal e.nd nursing 11br{-1ry a.vailabl~ well 
E.Jtocked and w1th a qual ified librarian . 
Provide.s for· full maintenance • 
Small hospi tt1l 50 b.eds .. 
Away f'rom home .. 








































Summary of the Questionnaire . 
Factors Cheeked as Conditions not Usually Found, Toward 
















































6 . 6 
6 . 6 
6 . 6 
6 . 6 
6 . 6 
6 .6 
6 . 6 




















3 . 3 
3.3 
3 .• 3 
3.3 
3.3 
Is equipped with plentiful modern de.vices. 
Allows for cumulative vacation. 
Liberal. polioy toward leaves Qf absence tor ade• 
quate reason. 
Forty hour week is in effect. 
Away from home. 
Promotes and stimulates nursing research. 
Hi gher pay scale for evening and n1gbt duty . 
Time of' serv1ee well planned in advance • 
Make.s p:rovis:t.on for four weeks vac tion. 
Vacation i s a reward :for service ,. 
Cowor kers are suf:f'1c1ent in quality and quantity. 
Individual d1fferenees ere considered . 
The student nurse is given precedence in plons 
£or time,. 
Private hospital supported by voluntary funds. 
.small hospi ta~ 50 bE.lds .. 
Is building t01i7ar d. or has achieved democratic 
organizati.on. 
Is a. .center of research• 
Offer s enoour gement for adveneed education. 
Will arrange time .fo.r courees. 
Encourages membership tn professional organ!• 
zations. 
Allows time for professional meetinge . 
Has suf.f1elent adaptabl e equipment . 
!faa a medical ~d nursing library avail.ab1e.• ell 
stocked and with a. qualified librarian. 
Opp.ortun1 ty t'or advancement bn8ed on merit . 
There is a planned scale o:f p ny increase. 
Increases 1n salary s:re arranged f'or merit. 
Pay for overtime. 
akes liberal provision for sick l eave. 
Plan for partial maintenance (meals and l aundry 
and .f1nane1al reimbursement f' or room). 
Vacation is considered preparation for another 
yenr' s wo1--k. 
Has a retirement plan. 
The work is -active, challenging and promotes 
individual growth. 
Helpful, qualified supervision is available . 
Liberal holiday allowance. 
Staff nurses assist 1n student education. 
Rotates the nurse 1thin the depart ment .• 





















































































Summary of t he Questionnaire. 
Factors Oheekod as I rnmater:ial. 








































rrivate hQspital supported by volunt~y tunds. 
Public hospital tu supporteq.. 
General hospital,. 
Ha$ a plan for partial ma1nte.:nance (meal.s and 
laund.ry' and tinanoial :r:-eimburaement fo;,.o room). 




Large hospital 500 or more b~ds. 
Provides tor full maintenanoe. 
Pr1m.ary objective or the hospital is research. 
Primary objective o:f the hospital is diagnosis. 
A center tor educating med1c3ll . studenta . 
Allows for cumulative 'Vacation. .. 
Opportunities for soc1e.l growth are planned for . 
The pos1 ti.on is quiet t 8erene and order-ly . 
Communicable hospital. · 
Sponsors a health plan such as Blue Cross or 
Blue Shield •. 
Rural hospital. 
A oent.er of research. 
VacatiO.n is considered preparat1on foit another 
yearts wo:rk. 
Staff nul'ses assist in student education. 
Tho faculty is adequate 1n quality and quenti~y . 
Small hosp1. t a l 50 beds. ~, . ·· ' · 
Has a school of nursing . . . 
Pl."im.ary obj ective O·f the hospital 1~ edu'C'ation. 
Forty houl" week is in effect. 
Patient care method is employed. 
Jsych1atr1c hospital. 
Away from home. 
Has a plan tor partial maintenance (:meals only) . 
Has a retirement plan. 
Near home . 
Offers encouragement for advanced . eduoet 1on. 
Allows time f or pertinent eo'l;lrsea . 
Has a cumulative s1ek leave plan .•. 
Student nurse is given precedence in plans for 
time . 
Is building toward or has achieved democratic 
organization. 



















































6 •. 6 
6 . 6 
6 .,6 
6 .. 6 
a~3 
a..a 
3 •. 3 
3.3 
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Encourages lll$mbership in profess1·onal organ1• 
zatione. · 
Provides hospitalization without oharge . 
Vacation is a reward tor. eervi.ee. 
Pediatric hospital. 
Incree.ses in salary are arranged for merit . 
Pay :for overtime. 
~"he work is active; challenging and promotes 
1ndi vidual growth. . 
Ancillary wo~kers are p~ov1ded for some tasks 
(non•profess1onal) . 
Helpful, qualified supervision is available. 
Provides tor in•staf'f . eduoation. 
Opportunity for advancement based on merit . 
The work promotes pro£esaione.1 .g~owth. 
Higher pay scale for evening ·and night duty• 
Provides f or positive !leal th. 
Time of aerv1 ee well p~anned 1n advance • 
Makes provision f'or tour week:e vacation. 
Liberal pol..i.cy to 1ard leaves of absence for ade-
quate reason. , 
Forty hour week is in e£feot. 

































Summal'y of the Questionnaire. 























































6 . 6 
s •. 6 
6 . 6 









Small size hospital 50 beds. 




vacation i .s considered preparation for another 
ye.ar t s w..ork. 
Rota tes the nurse within the d partment. 
.'Provides i'or full maintenance . 
Increases in salary are arran.Jed for merit. 
The position is quiet , sel'ene and orderly. 
The student nurse is given precedence in pl ans 
for time. 
Obstetric hospital. , . · 
Vacation i .s a reward for sert1ce. 
Private hospital eupp:orted by volunt y funds. 
edium . si ze hospi t al 200 bedT or mor e . . 
· Ens a plan for partial maint, nance (me ls and 
laundry and f'inanc1a.l reimbursement t:or rqom). 
Has c. plan for partial rnaint enance (meals only } . 
Suburban hospital . 
General .hospite:l . 
Ur ban hospital. 
Salary ,t s commensurate with t he best ot'f'ered at 
t his l evel" 
Spons ors a health pl.an such as ·1ue Cross or 
Blue Shield . . 
Has a continuing orientation pr ogr am. 
Promotes and stimul ates nursing research. 
The :f'aculty- is adequate in quality · end quantity . 
lias suf ficient adapta.ble .equip ant . · 
The primary objective of t he hospi t a l is educa..-
tion. 
The primary objective Qf the hospital is r•eseax-oh . 
Opportunity f ·or advancement based on m.er1 t .. 
Pay f ·or QVertime, 
naa a cumulative sick leave plan. 
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76 . 6 
76 . 6 
70 
66 . 6 
66. 6 
63 . 3 
60 





26 . 6 
23. 3 
1 6 . 6 
10 
6 . 6 
3 . 3 
Standard of pay. 
Pension plan. 
Working 1th children. 
Ratio o:f' patients to nurse . 
Quality of patient. care .• 
Hospitalization without oharge . 
Step rate increases in pe.y. 
Food served to day nurses. 
Standardization from ward to rTard. 
Kardex method. 
Patient care method. 
Stress on positive health. 
Amounts or supplies for wards. 
System of' administration. 
Vartety ot experience. 
Opp<>rtunity to learn. 
Cwnul.ative sick leave plan. 
Segregation of patients by a.r~e , sex, and types 
o:f illness. 
Working with students of nur sing . 
Allotment of evening and night duty. 
Hospital starr educational program. 
Department orientation. 
Rotation. w1 thin the departll'lent ~ 
Cooperation ot serv1oa doctors . 
Vacation plan. 
Encouragement for higher education . 
Staff nurees planning own time in premature 
nur s.e'f."y. 
Lack ot racial or religious d1sc.rim.inat1on. 
































Summary Results of Interviews . 








































































overl apping shifts . 
day shift end at 7s00 P •• 
some f orm of fl gripe·• session. 
forty hour week. 
special departmenta l in- staff' education. 
rQtation vd. th1n the department espee1• 
ally out of premature nursery . 
clar1fi.cat1on of pay roll, vacation, 
and sick leave policies, 
experienced staff nurses be used to 
orient new star t nurses ;; 
less a.utoera:ti.c a.d.m1nistrat1on, .more 
permissivenes s . · 
improved time arrangement for premature 
nursery. 
suppers f'o.,- evening nurses should be 
a heavier meal. 
improved equipment f or premature 
nurser y. 
Change in author1tativ~ attitude con-
ducive to fear. 
staff nurses have a voice 1n policy 
making w:i th1n the d.epartmen t • 
more i nstl"uetion of ano1llary workers. 
ne v staff nurses be started on t he 
lower six. floo1~s w1 th older children. 
sta.ft nurse be permitted to remain 
where she is happy i.t' possible. 
night nul'ses lunch on war<;t for those 
not hungry at 10;30 'P.M. 
improved laundry service especial.b tor 
small pieces (i.e . infant shirts ). 
that some ancillary workers assW!le· less 
authority. 
better seleQt.i on of ancillary workers. 
.fewer changes of time on short notiee. 
more permissive atmosphere. 
use of stat!' nurse• 1n tes.cb.i.ng atudents 
comprehensive nursing at the bedside. 
change i n method ot paying salru-y which 
~Tastes val.uab~e nursing hours • 
less consideration of s tudents eapec.i.• 
ally in regard to time . 
less mon~tonous meus for the cbildren. 
improved orientation to some wards . 
change in time of shifts to St.OOA-.M., 
4;30 P.,M. and 12;00 midnight. 
Continued Summary Results of Interviews • 












Reconnnend st~aight day shifts. 
" 1nol'ease .1n number or ancillary workers 
especially tor evenirtg and n1.ght duty. 
'* refresher course.s for staff nu.z.ses 
returning after long inactivity. 
